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1.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM OF PERSISTENT ORGANIC
POLLUTANTS (POPs) DISTRIBUTION IN THE GLOBAL OCEAN

POPs are organic compounds of technogenic or natural origin that persist in the environment, can be
distributed on a planetary-size scale and show toxic properties. Physical-chemical properties of POPs
such as lipophilicity, water solubility, persistence etc. affect the pattern of their distribution. Globally
distributed POPs can be accumulated in different compartments of the environment and redistributed
between them. The processes of POPs global distribution can be adequately studied only when their
behavior in the vast water areas of the global ocean is taken into account. The ocean can be as deep
as 5 kilometers and deeper (Fig. 1.1).
In the deep-ocean layers, where water
temperature is fairly low and the sun cannot
penetrate, persistence of POPs increases.
Therefore the global ocean is one of the
most accumulative compartments for POPs
distributed in the environment on a planetary
scale. Due to various physical processes
POPs are transported horizontally and
vertically, accumulated in bottom sediments,
move from the atmosphere to the ocean and
back. The following most significant
processes affect concentration of POPs in
the global ocean:
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Fig. 1.1. Land surface topography

•

ocean horizontal and vertical currents,

•

three-dimensional large-scale turbulent diffusion,

•

redistribution of POPs between the dissolved phase and phases adsorbed on various suspended
particles and dissolved organic compounds,

•

sedimentation with particles,

•

degradation of POP molecules.

In Polar regions the POP ocean-atmosphere
exchange is to a large extent affected by
sea ice cover.
Because of the importance of the processes
occurring near the ocean-atmosphere
boundary, the upper mixed ocean layer with
the depth varying in time and space should
be taken into account.
The proposed physical processes are taken
into consideration in the ocean block of the
POP global distribution model developed in
the Meteorological Synthesizing Centre-East
(Fig. 1.2).

Fig. 1.2. Block-scheme of the POP ocean transport model
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2.

PHYSICAL STATE OF POP MOLECULES IN THE MARINE
ENVIRONMENT

Seawater is rich of various suspended particulate matter representing communities of microscopic
living organisms (bacteria, phytoplankton, zooplankton), waste products of their life and particles of
non-marine allochthonous origin. Most of suspended particles are in the upper photic layer, i.e. a
layer, where solar radiation penetrates, and in the bottom layer with the resedimented particles.
Concentrations of suspended particles in different parts of the global ocean vary over a wide range.
Zones with the highest concentration of autochtonous particles (living organisms and products of their
activity) are referred to as eutrophic zones, zones with low concentration of autochtonous particles
are referred to as oligotrophic zones. For the most part mid-latitude zones of the global ocean are
eutrophic, and low-latitude zones are oligotrophic [Monin (ed.). 1997]. Zones with intensive upwelling
are also pronounced eutrophic zones. Particles of allochthonous origin are mainly found in the river
flow zones. From land particles can be transported to the ocean by wind. When sea ice is formed
near the shore soil particles can be frozen in ice and transported over long distances with ice drift.
In addition to suspended particles various dissolved organic compounds and colloids can be found in
seawater. Dissolved organic compounds are resulted from activity of bacteria, phytoplankton and
zooplankton and transported to the marine environment by rivers.
Suspended particles of various type and size as well as organic molecules and colloids can form
aggregates in seawater. Aggregates of size exceeding 0.5 mm are referred to as marine snow
[Meinhard et al., 2002].
Molecules of POPs in the marine environment
can be either dissolved or bound to suspended
particles and dissolved organic molecules (Fig.
2.1).
There are indications that a significant amount
of POPs in the marine environment is sorbed on
the particles composed of non-organic carbon
(soot, tar etc.) [Persson, 2003]. In this paper it
is assumed that such particles coagulate with
particles containing organic carbon and form
conglomerates.

Fig. 2.1. Phases of POPs in the marine environment

Concentrations of dissolved and sorbed phases of POPs are in the ratio determined by the kinetics of
sorption and desorption processes. At a first approximation for the sorbed phase concentration сs the
following equation can be suggested:
dc s
= k sorbCw − k desorb c s ,
dt
where

(2.1)

Сw – specific concentration of the dissolved POP;
ksorb – sorption coefficient of POP molecules;
kdesorb – desorption coefficient of POP molecules.

From Eq.(2.1) it is possible to derive the time dependence for сs provided that Сw is constant and the
initial value for сs is zero:
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c s (t ) =

k sorb
Cw (1 − e −k desorb t )
k desorb

In Eq.(2.2) the value

(2.2)

k sorb
= K oc is referred to as the coefficient of organic carbon/water balance and
k desorb

is the coefficient of proportionality of the concentrations сs and Сw, when the phases are in the
equilibrium, i.e. when kdesorbt >> 1.
For particles the process of POP sorption is divided into adsorption (binding of POP molecules to
organic molecules on the surface of the particles) and absorption (penetration of POPs into the
particles) [Wallberg and Andersson, 1999]. In this case the sorbed phase concentration will be:
cs = cads + cabs
where

(2.3)

cads – adsorbed phase concentration;
cabs – absorbed phase concentration.

It is evident that for the absorbed phase the process of desorption is slower than that for the adsorbed
phase, because in case of absorption POP molecules not only move from the surface of the particle
to the solution, but also penetrate into the particle. I.e. the time of desorption for the adsorbed phase
can be neglected compared with that for the absorbed phase. In this case:
abs
ads
c s (t ) = (K oc
(1 − e − kdesorb t ) + K oc
)Cw , [Skoglund et al., 1996]

where

(2.4)

abs
ads
, K oc
– organic carbon/water partition coefficients for the absorbed and adsorbed phases
K oc

respectively.

Mechanisms of POP sorption and desorption are different for the particles composed of living
organisms (bacteria, phytoplankton, zooplankton, aggregates with bacteria, phytoplankton and
zooplankton) and those composed of non-living organic matter (detritus, waste products of plankton’s
life, coagulates). For living organisms absorption is determined by absorbing of POPs together with
organic matter in the process of feeding, desorption - by desorbing of POPs together with organic
debris [Dachs et al., 1999; Wang et al., 1998]. For non-living particles both absorption and desorption
are described by diffusion in the porous substance of the particle [Gong et al., 1998]. In this case the
coefficient of apparent diffusion will be:
Dapp =

where

DMθ
f ,
(1 − θ ) ρ s K p + θ

(2.5)

DM – molecular diffusion coefficient;

θ – porosity of a particle;
ρs – difference of particle and water densities;
Kp – coefficient of balance between sorbed and dissolved phases;
f – correction coefficient depending on permeability of pores.

The desorption process of PCB-153 and PCB-52 from particles in the sedimentation layer was
studied in [Gong et al., 1998]. Typical times of desorption can be assessed from the derived time
dependences of the gas phase concentration proportional to the dissolved phase in the process of
desorption.
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Presumably it is possible to consider that for
lipophile isomers (PCB-153) the typical time of
desorption is 2-3 days, for less lipophile and
better soluble isomers (PCB-52) it is less than a
day (Fig.2.2).
The unbalance of the POP phases in the marine
environment is likely to be encountered when
one of the phases changes abruptly irrespective
of the other. Such changes are possible in the
surface layer since fluxes of phases through the
Fig. 2.2. Time dependence of various PCB isomers
ocean-atmosphere surface for each phase are
in the process of desorption [Gong et al., 1998]
determined by independent mechanisms. For
the problems of the global distribution of POPs
the shortest period in the spectrum of gas phase flux through the water surface is determined by the
diurnal cycle. The particle phase concentration reduces due to the fast growth of phytoplankton and
zooplankton [Aaxelman et al. 1997; Skoglund et al., 1996]. The typical time of this process may be
thought to be equal also to a day. In deep-ocean layers it is not likely that a separate POP phase
changes abruptly. So it is supposed that the equilibrium of phases is determined by the coefficient
KOC.
For the particle and dissolved organic matter phases we replace notation KOC by Kpoc and Kdoc
respectively.
Volume specific concentration of POPs on particles Co2 can be expressed as:
Co2 = K poc ⋅ f poc ⋅ Co1 ,

where

(2.6)

fpoc – specific organic carbon content in particles for the unit of water environment volume;
C o1 = Cw – volume specific concentration of the dissolved POP.

By analogy with particles specific concentration of POP on dissolved organic compounds is
expressed as;
Co3 = K doc ⋅ fdoc ⋅ Co1 ,

where

(2.7)

fdoc – volume specific organic carbon content in dissolved organic compounds.

The above relationships are true for fairly low concentrations of POP, when organic matrices on
particles and dissolved organic molecules are not saturated with POP molecules. In the case under
consideration values of POP concentrations meet the above requirement.
Coefficients Kpoc, Kdoc can be assessed through the POP octanol/water balance parameter:
Kpoc = kpowKow,
where

(2.8)

kpow – coefficient of proportionality.

The coefficient kpow is assessed as kpow = 0.35 ⋅ 10-3 m3/kg OC [Wania and Mackay, 2004] for marine
environment and as kpow = 0.41 ⋅ 10-3 m3/kg OC [Dutchak et al, 2002] for sediments.
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Temperature dependence of Kow can be assessed by the expression from [Wania and Mackay, 2004]:
K ow = K ow (Tref )e
where

−

ΔHOA + ΔH AW 1 1
( −
)
T Tref
2.303R

,

(2.9)

Tref – reference temperature, ºK;
T – environment temperature, ºK;
R – the universal gas constants = 8.314 J/mol·K;
ΔHOA, ΔHAW – enthalpies of octanol- air and air-water phase transition respectively, J/mol.

Values of fpoc, fdoc in the considered case of calculating POP concentrations in the marine environment
are described by input fields depending on time and space.

3.

SOURCES OF INPUT OF POPS TO THE OCEAN

POPs make their way to the marine environment by various means. For the global ocean the main
contributor of POPs is the atmosphere. Through the ocean-atmosphere interface the diffusion
exchange of uncombined POP molecules (gas phase in the atmosphere and dissolved phase in the
ocean) takes place. Atmospheric particles together with sorbed POPs are deposited at the ocean
surface. Gas and particle phases of POPs arrive from the atmosphere to the ocean through the
washout of POPs over the ocean areas. River flow makes significant contribution of POPs to the
marine environment. E.g. 13% of α-HCH, 44% of γ-HCH, 15% of PCBs of the total contribution from
all the sources of POPs (atmosphere, ocean currents) [AMAP Assessment 2002; 2003] arrive to the
Arctic Ocean with river flow.
Near the bottom between the water environment and sediments the POP dissolved phase flux is
found. Near-bottom currents can raise particles out of the sedimentation layer thus forming the
particle phase flux to the lower layers of the ocean.
In high latitudes POPs arrive to the ocean from melting snow-ice cover. Snow blowing can transport
POPs to the ocean from the ice surface together with snow through open water spaces (leads).

3.1.

Input of POPs from the atmosphere

By some estimates [Duce, 1997; Wania et al., 1998] most of POPs make their way from the
atmosphere to the global ocean through the air-water interface. In this case it is very important to
describe accurately the processes of the POP flux through the interface. The model of the flux
through the interface with molecular films on the part of each interfacing compartments is described in
[Liss & Slater, 1974].
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In accordance with [Liss & Slater, 1974] a flux through the interface was given as:
1
FAO
= k tot −w (Ca1 / K H − Co1 ) ,

where

(3.1)

ktot-w – overall coefficient of mass transport through the interface;
Co1 – pollutant concentration in the water;
Ca1 – pollutant concentration in the air;

KH – air-water partition coefficient.

In the two-component model of pollutant diffusion through the air-water boundary coefficient ktot-w can
be evaluated as 1/ktot-w = 1/kw + 1/kaKH, where kw is expressed through the coefficient of molecular
diffusion in the water Dw and the thickness of the surface molecular film Zw: kw = Dw/Zw. A similar
parameter for the air ka is expressed as follows: ka = Da/Za, where Da is coefficient of molecular
diffusion in the air and Za - the thickness of the surface molecular film in the atmosphere. Values of
ktot-w depend, in particular, on wind speed. Empirical values of ktot-w [cm/h] with respect to wind speed
at the height of 10 meters from the land surface u10 [m/s] are given in [Liss & Merlivat, 1986].
ktot −w = 0.0017 ⋅ u10

u10 ≤ 3.6

ktot −w = 0.0285 ⋅ u10 - 0.0965 3.6 < u10 ≤ 13
ktot −w = 0.059 ⋅ u10 - 0.493

(3.2)

13 < u10

This dependence is shown in Fig 3.1.

Fig.3.1. Dependence of the transport coefficient ktot-w on wind speed u at the height of 10 m.

In [von Hobe et al., 1999] the processes of carbonyl sulphide transport through the ocean surface are
addressed. Values of ktot-w [cm/hour] are dependent on wind speed [m/s] at the height of 10 m.
ktot −w = 0.17 ⋅ u10 (Sc/ 600 )-2/3
ktot −w = ( 2.85 ⋅ u10 - 10.26)( Sc/600)

u10 ≤ 3.6
-1/2

+ 0.612 (Sc/600)

- 2/3

ktot −w = (5.9 ⋅ u10 - 49.91)( Sc/600) -1/2 + 0.612 (Sc/600) - 2/3

where

3.6 < u10 ≤ 13

(3.3)

13 < u10

Sc – Schmidt number depending on water temperature and salinity (Sc = 880 at 20 ºC temperature and
35 %% salinity).

According to the authors in Relations (3.3) discontinuities of Function (3.2) have been corrected.
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The coefficient of balance between concentrations KH depends on temperature and can be expressed
through Henry’s law constant H, Pa·m3/mol [Wania et al, 1998].
KH =
where

H
,
RTo

(3.4)

R – the universal gas constant, J/mol·K;
T0 - absolute surface temperature

In this case the molecular film temperature in the air and water near the atmosphere-ocean interface
boundary is assumed to be equal to the surface temperature. Henry’s law constant in its turn depends
on temperature T0 and thermodynamic properties of gas diffusing through the interface [Wania et al,
1998].
ln(H ) = −

ΔH AW
+ const ,
RTo

(3.5)

where ΔHAW - enthalpy of gas-solution transfer (enthalpy of solubilization)

Additional means for POPs to be transported through the ocean surface are spray [Waldichuck, 1982]
and foam [Sergeev et al., 1979] appearing on the surface at wind speed exceeding 3 m/s. The role of
spray induced by heavy rain is addressed in [Green & Houk, 1979], where it is stated that in this case
spray intensity is comparable with that induced by wind.
In [Sergeev et al., 1979] the effect of wind speed u10 at a standard depth of 10 m on some parameters
of transport through the ocean surface is described. These are: molecular film thickness, waveinduced increase of the surface area, part of the surface covered with foam. For molecular film
thickness the following dependence has been suggested:
Zw = 5.45 (u10 )2 - 1.33 u10 + 900
2

where

u10 < 8

Zw = 1.83 (u10 ) - 66 u10 + 583

8 ≤ u10 < 14 ,

Zw = 1153exp (-0.263 u10 )

14 ≤ u10

(3.6)

Zw – given in 10-6 m, u10 in m/s.

For wave-induced increase of the surface area:
α1
α1
α1
α1

=1
= 1.35
= 1.55
= 1.75

u10 ≤ 0.5
0.5 < u10 ≤ 5

(3.7)

5 < u10 ≤ 11
11 < u10

For part of the surface covered with foam:
α2 = 0

u10 ≤ 5

α 2 = 0.001 (0.55 (u10 ) - 1.89 u10 + 1.73)
2

5 < u10

(3.8)

In modeling the global transport of POPs Relations (3.6) – (3.8) can be replaced by the following
without significant loss in accuracy:
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Zw = 40. exp( −0.15u10 )

α 1 = 1.75 − 0.75 exp( −0.18u10 )
α 2 = min(1 − exp( −0.01u10 ),0.8)

(3.9)

In parameterization of the diffusion atmosphere-ocean transport:
1
FAO
=

where

ΔC
,
r

(3.10)

ΔC – difference of given concentrations;
r – flow resistance.

r can be presented as:
r = ra + rs + rw,
where

(3.11)

ra – atmosphere layer resistance;
rs – atmosphere-ocean interface resistance;
rw – water layer resistance (Fig.3.2).

Difference of given concentrations is defined by relation:
ΔC = Ca1 / K H − Co1 .

(3.12)

Values of concentrations Ca1 and Co1 refer to the middles of atmosphere and ocean layers
respectively.

Рис 3.2. Resistance to atmosphere-ocean flow of POPs

ra is computed in the atmospheric part of the multicompartment POP distribution model [Gusev et al,
1995]. Taking into account the wave-induced increase of the atmosphere-ocean surface area and
additional foam-induced flow of POPs for rs we will have:
•

rs = 1/α1((1 - α2) Dw / Zw + α2KH h sp )

(3.13)
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where

•

h sp – effective rate of foam layer renewal.

It is possible to express rw by:
rw =

where

hmix
,
2Dvt

(3.14)

hmix – upper layer depth that does not exceed the depth of the upper mixed layer;
Dvt – coefficient of vertical turbulent diffusion in the upper mixed layer.

Input of POPs from the air to the ocean with precipitation and atmospheric particles depends on the
concentration of POPs in the atmosphere, precipitation rate, concentration of atmospheric particles
and some meteorological characteristics of the atmosphere. Relevant computation methods are
available in [Dutchak et al., 2002; Wania et al., 1998].

3.2.

Input of POPs to the ocean with river flow

In the sea areas where river runoff is a significant component of water balance it is important to take
into account export of POPs with rivers. In particular, it may be true for inner and coastal seas. For the
whole Arctic Ocean the flux of POPs with river waters can exceed the half of the total input of POPs,
including that from the atmosphere [AMAP Assessment 2002, 2003; Alexeeva et al., 2001]. River flow
to the Arctic Ocean basin is distinctly seasonal. Most of water and associated POPs arrive to the
Ocean during a short 1-2-month summer period. Fig.3.3. gives diagrams of hydrographic behavior for
some rivers in Siberia, mentioned in [AMAP Assessment Report, 1998].

Fig. 3.3. Diagrams of hydrographic behavior for some Rivers in Siberia [AMAP Assessment Report, 1998]
POPs together with water of river tributaries, ground water and melting snow enter Siberia from the
vast territories including Northern Ural, Western Siberia and Eastern Siberia. Relatively well-soluble
POPs such as HCHs exported to sea zones by river flow can be transported to remote areas of the
global ocean. Less soluble and more lipophilic POPs such PCB-153 have a considerable sorbed
phase and are deposited for the most part together with particulate matter in river estuaries, where in
mixing of fresh and salt waters intensive coagulation processes take place.
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3.3.

Flow of POPs from the sedimentation layer

Depositing particles form a sedimentation layer at the bottom of the ocean. This layer has a porous
structure. Its porosity depends on hydrodynamic conditions in bottom layer, content of particles etc. In
general the porosity tends to decrease as the depth of the ocean grows from 50% in shallow water to
10% at the depth of 3000 m and deeper [Duursma and Smies, 1982]. POPs are sorbed on the
organic matter of particles in the sedimentation layer. In sedimentation pores POPs are either
dissolved or sorbed on DOM (dissolved organic matter). It is believed that the concentration of the
POP phase sorbed on sedimentation particles and phase sorbed on DOM are in balance with the
dissolved phase:
C b2 = K sdpC b1 , Cb3 = K sdd C b1 ,

where

(3.15)

C b1 – concentration of dissolved phase;
C b2 – concentration of phase sorbed on particles;
C b3 – concentration of phase sorbed on DOM;

Ksdp – coefficient of balance between dissolved and particle phases of POP for sediments;
Ksdd – coefficient of balance between dissolved and sorbed on DOM phases of POP for sediments.

For Ksdp, Ksdd the following expressions are possible:
Ksdp = Kpoc fpocs, Ksdd = Kdoc fdocs,
where

(3.16)

fpocs, fdocs – specific contents of organic carbon in sediments for particles and dissolved organic matter
respectively.

Between the water environment and sediments the flux of POPs can be found consisting of three
1
3
- flux of dissolved phase, FO2B - flux of particle (sorbed) phase and FOB
- flux
components (Fig. 3.4): FOB

of sorbed on DOM phase.

Fig. 3.4 Fluxes of POPs between water environment
and sediments

Fig.3.5. Flux of POP dissolved phase between water
environment and sediments
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By analogy with the gas phase flux through the ocean-atmosphere interface for the dissolved phase
flux on the upper surface of the sedimentation flux, the following relation can be suggested:
1
FBO
=

1
ΔC so
,
rb

(3.17)

where for difference of concentrations of the phases given ΔCso we have:
1
ΔCso
= C b /(1 + K sdp + K sdd ) − Co1 ,

(3.18)

Cb – total concentration (all phases) of POPs in sediments.

Similarly for the phase sorbed on DOM:
3
FBO
=

where

3
ΔCso
,
rb

(3.19)

3
ΔCso
= C b K sdd /(1 + K sdp + K sdd ) − Co3

(3.20)

For POP flux resistance rb we have:
rb = rbo + rbs,
where

(3.21)

rbo – bottom water layer resistance;
rbs – sedimentation layer resistance.

Resistance of the bottom layer with the thickness hb and developed turbulence can be assessed as:
rbo =

where

Dbv
,
2 hb

(3.22)

Dbv – coefficient of vertical turbulent diffusion in the bottom layer.

For one-layer sediments with the concentration of POPs evenly distributed in the layer rbs can be
assessed as:
rbs =

where

Dse
,
2hsd

(3.23)

hsd – depth of sediment layer;
Dse – effective coefficient of diffusion in porous matter.

Dse can be expressed as [Gong et al., 1998]:
Dse =

where

DM θ sd
f so ,
(1 − θ sd )( ρ sd − ρ w )K sdp + θ sd

(3.24)

DM – coefficient of molecular diffusion;

θsd – porosity of sediments;
ρsd – density of sediments;
ρw – density of water;
fsd – correction coefficient depending on permeability of sediment pores.
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Parameterization of the particulate phase flux of POPs between water and sediments can be derived
with the help of the expression for the flow of particles from sediments to the bottom layer [Drago et
al., 2001]:
Fss =

where

ρ sd d sd
6.34a

exp( −

0.27( ρ sd − ρ w )gd sd

ητ b

)w b ,

(3.25)

dsd – average size of particles;
a – roughness of the bottom;
g – acceleration of gravity;

η – correction coefficient;
τb – specific transverse strain on the bottom;
wb – rate of particle sedimentation.

τb

can be assessed from the expression of [Harris and Wiberg, 2001]:

τ b = ρ w Dbt (
where

∂u
∂z

z =H o

)2 + (

∂v
∂z

z =H o

)2 ,

(3.26)

u, v – components of horizontal water speed in the bottom layer;
H0 – depth of the ocean.

In this case for the sorbed phase flux of POPs at the boundary of the sedimentation layer we have:
2
FBO
=

where

C b2 Fss ρ p
fspoc

− Co2w b ,

(3.27)

3

Co2 – concentration of the sorbed phase of POPs in the bottom layer, kg/m ;
fspoc – specific content of organic carbon in sediment particles, kg CO/m3;

ρp – specific density of organic carbon contained in particles kg CO/kg.

3.4.

Flux of POPs to the ocean from sea ice

At in high latitudes vast water territories are covered with
sea ice. The total sea ice area is about 26 million km2.
The Arctic Ocean accounts for about 50 % of this area
(Fig. 3.6).
In the Arctic the sea ice area in winter (~15 million km2)
is almost twice as large as that in summer (~8 million
km2)
With the appearance of sea ice the structure of oceanatmosphere fluxes of POP changes significantly (Fig.
3.7). The gas phase flux for the unit of sea surface area
reduces in proportion to the specific ice free area.
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Fig. 3.6. Average annual sea ice compactness
in the Arctic

1
1
FAIO
= FAO
(1 − s ic ) ,

where

(3.28)

1
FAO
– specific ocean-atmosphere gas phase flux of POPs in the absence of ice Eq. (3.10);

sic – ice compactness coefficient varying from 0 in the absence of ice to 1 with compact ice cover.

The ocean-atmosphere gas phase POPs flux, associated with precipitation and particle phase flux
caused by deposition of atmospheric particulate matter are also changed.

Fig. 3.7. Fluxes of POPs at the sea surface partly covered with sea ice

With ice congelation the ocean particles are captured by ice. Corresponding particle phase POPs flux
between sea ice and water surface can be expressed as:
2
FIOb
= −Co2

where

d (s ic hib )
dt

(3.29)

dhib
– rate of ice thickness change with ice melting/congelation at the lower boundary (positive value
dt
with ice congeletion).

With melting at the bottom surface of sea ice the reverse ice-ocean flux of POPs is observed:
i
FIOb
= −Cici

where

d (s ic hib )
,
dt

(3.30)

Cic2 – concentration of particle phase in ice.

The particle phase flux of POPs to the ocean also appears with ice melting at upper surface:
i
FIOt
= −Cici si

where

dhit
,
dt

(3.31)

i
1
2
FIOt
= {FIOt
, FIOt
} – phase components of the ice-ocean flux of POPs with ice melting at the upper

surface;
C ici = {C i1,C i2 } – phase components of the POP concentration in ice;

dhit
– rate of ice depth change with ice melting at the upper surface.
dt
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In addition the ice-ocean flux of dissolved and particle phases is observed with show melting at the
upper surface of ice cover.
i
FSOt
= −Csi s ic ss

where

dhs
,
dt

(3.32)

i
1
2
FSOt
= {FSOt
, FSOt
} – phase components of the ice-ocean flux of POPs with snow melting;

Csi = {Cs1 ,Cs2 } – concentrations of POP phases in snow environment;

hs – snow cover depth;
ss – specific snow surface area is on the ice surface (dimensionless value from 0 to 1).

The particle phase of POPs can also enter sea
ice together with soil and sea bottom particles in
ice, frozen in the near-shore regions. Transport
of POPs with ice drift can have an impact on
their large-scale distribution in the environment
[Pfirman et al., 1995].
POPs accumulated in snow cover in the sea ice
upper surface can enter the ocean not only due
to ice melting but also with the help of snow
blowing through open water areas (leads) (Fig.
3.8).
Fig. 3.8. Snow blowing to open water areas

The snow-ocean flux of POPs resulted from the
above process is assessed by the following
expressions [detailed description is in Annex B].
i
FSOw
= k sb s ic s s (1 − s ic )C si ,

(3.33)

where:
k sb = C sb

2
v ss
ρ0
u10 ρ s

k sb = 0

u10 > 6.975 + 0.0033 (Ts − 245.88) 2

u10 ≤ 6.975 + 0.0033 (Ts − 245.88) 2

,

(3.34)

C sb ~ 0.035

where

u10 – module of surface wind speed at the reference height;

νss – rate of sedimentation of snow particles raised by wind near the land surface;
ρ0 – specific density of snow particles in the unit of air volume near the land surface;
ρs – snow density;
Ts – snow surface temperature.
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4.

MECHANISMS OF POP TRANSPORT IN THE GLOBAL OCEAN

On entering the ocean POPs are transported both vertically and horizontally together with ocean
waters. Particles and the particle-bound POPs sedimentate to the bottom under the action of the
gravity. The horizontal transport is divisible into two types of movement: averaged horizontal
movement of water masses, i.e. sea currents and turbulent movement of a various nature. Vertically
averaged movement is less pronounced. Averaged and turbulent movement of ocean waters is highly
sensitive to the density stratification, i.e. quasi-equilibrium vertical distribution when waters with higher
density are located deeper than those with lower density. In the structure of vertical turbulent
movement the upper mixed layer is distinguished. It is the surface layer with the intensive vertical
mixing, thickness varying from dozens to hundreds meters and movable but fairly clear-cut lower
boundary. It is important to take the upper mixed layer into account in modeling the global distribution
of POPs since most of POPs come to the ocean from the atmosphere through the ocean-atmosphere
interface, i.e. the upper mixed layer. The intensity of turbulent mixing can increase in the near-bottom
layers and coastal zones due to tides. Special hydrodynamic patterns can be observed in river
mouths. However for the problems under consideration such specific features have local character.
For the processes of the POP transport in the ocean the following system of differential equations has
been accepted in general:
r r
r
r i
r
r
∂Coi
+ (U ⋅ ∇ )Coi + (Usd ⋅ ∇ )Cosd
= ∇ ⋅ ( Dt ⋅ ∇Coi ) + Foi ,
∂t
where

(4.1)

Coi = {Co1 ,Co2 ,Co3 } – concentration of the POP dissolved, sorbed on POM and sorbed on DOM phases
respectively;
r
U = {u,v ,w } – vector of movement speeds;
r
Usd = {0,0,w } – vector of sedimentation speeds;
i
Cosd
= {0,Co2 ,0} – vector of sedimentation phases;

Dth
Dt = 0

0
Dth

0

0

Foi

=

{Fo1, Fo2, Fo3 }

0
0 – matrix of turbulent diffusion coefficients;
Dtz

– vector of distributed sinks and sources of the POP phases (degradation, etc.).

Equation (4.1) should be supplemented by the initial and border conditions as well as by kinematical
equations for the phase redistribution.

4.1.

Horizontal transport

Due to the advective (induced by currents) and turbulent horizontal transport POPs can be distributed
throughout the global ocean. The range of the POP distribution with the help of sea currents can be
assessed from the following expression:
Lag = Vo / do ,
where

(4.2)

Vo – modules of typical current speed;
do – coefficient of POP degradation in the marine environment (the reciprocal of the period of all the
POP molecules degradation in the ocean beginning with the fixed moment of time).
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Even fairly weak currents have speed exceeding 0.1 m/s [Monin (ed.), 1997]. The coefficient of
degradation in the marine environment of such most commonly encountered POP as PCB-153 does
not exceed 1.6·10-9 1/s [Gusev et al., 2006]. In this case the range of PCB-153 distribution is about
108 m or 100 hundred kilometers. It means that PCB-153 having found its way to the ocean can turn
around the globe with marine currents several times before the complete degradation. The scale of
the horizontal turbulent diffusion transport is similar. So, to assess the global distribution of POPs the
coefficient of horizontal turbulent diffusion can be assumed as Dtg ~ 105 m2/s [Okubo, 1971]. Hence:
Ltg ~ 4Dtg / do ~ 2·107 m = 20 000 km.

4.2.

(4.3)

Sea currents

Fairly stable global seawater movements are known as sea currents. Due to specific reasons the
following types of currents are distinguished: thermohaline – currents caused by the change in water
density associated with changes in temperature and salinity, geostrophic – currents resulted from the
balance between horizontal pressure gradient forces and Coriolis forces, drift – currents induced by
internal shear at the sea surface resulted from horizontal movements of air masses. The overall
picture of currents in the global ocean is fairly complicated. Mean long-term surface currents for the
period of December-February are shown in Fig.4.1.

Fig. 4.1. Winter mean long-term surface currents of the global ocean for the northern hemisphere
[Monin (ed.), 1997]
Fronts: NPF – North Polar Front; SAF – Sub-Antarctic Front (Sub-Tropical Convergence); SPF – North Polar Front (Antarctic
Convergence).
Divergences: SPD – Sub-Polar Divergence; NTD – North Polar Divergence; STD – South Tropical Divergence; AD – Antarctic
Divergence.
Convergences: NSTC – North Sub-Tropical Convergence; NTC – North Tropical Convergence; STC – South Tropical
Convergence: SSTC – South-Sub Tropical Convergence.
Currents (figures in circles): 1 - Agulias; 2 - Aleutian; 3 - Alaska; 4 – Antarctic circular; 5 - Antilles; 6 - Benguel; 7 - Brazilian; 8 –
East-Australian; 9 – East-Greenland; 10 – West winds; 11 - Guiana; 12 – Gulf Stream; 13 – West-Australian; 14 – West Greenland; 15 Irminger; 16 - California; 17 - Canary; 18 - Kuroshio; 19 - Labrador; 20 - Equatorial countercurrent; 21 -Mozambique; 22 – Cape Horn;
23 – New-Guinea; 24 - Norwegian; 25 - Oyashio; 26 - Peruvian; 27 - Portuguese; 28 – North-Atlantic; 29 –North-Pacific 30 - North
Equatorial counter current; 31 - North Equatorial; 32 - Somalian; 33 - Florida; 34 -Falkland ; 35 - Formoza; 36 - South Equatorial.
Stability of currents (described by the length of arrows): 1 - stable; 2 – above average; 3 – below average; 4 - unstable.
Speed of currents (described by the width of arrows), miles/day: 5 – more than 36; 6 - from 24 to 36; 7 - from 12 to 24; 8 - from
0 to 12
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A specific feature of surface currents in the northern hemisphere is that there are intensive and
comparatively narrow current jets in the western areas of the oceans and less intensive water
movements in the eastern areas. In the Atlantic the eastern coast of North America is washed by Gulf
Stream changing in the mid latitudes to the North-Atlantic Current. The Canary Current flows along
the northwestern coast of Africa. Near the eastern coast of Greenland the East-Greenland Current
exports waters of the Arctic Ocean to the Atlantic. In the West Pacific Kuroshio flows northward. In
mid latitudes it changes to the North-Pacific Current. In low latitudes of the northern hemisphere in the
Atlantic and Pacific the North trade currents are circulating. Zones of divergence specified in Fig. 4.1
correspond to zones of upwelling, zone of convergence – to those of downwelling. In the northern
hemisphere zones of divergence are located near the northern coast of Island and Polar region of the
Pacific, zone of convergence – in the middle Gulf Stream’s eastern front and central part of the North
trade current in the Pacific.
The scheme of general water circulation in the global ocean, which in addition to surface currents
involves deep-sea currents is shown in the form of the ocean conveyor (Fig. 4.2).

Fig. 4.2. Global ocean conveyor [Koshlyakov et al., 2001]
Shaded zones – deep sea component of circulation, not shaded zones – thermohaline component. Arrows show direction of
water transport. Figures show vertical water discharges in forward and backward circulation cells.

Deep-sea currents compensate water inflow and outflow caused by surface currents. According to the
global ocean conveyer POPs making their way to the surface waters of the Atlantic from the sources
located in North America and Europe are transported by the deep-sea countercurrent found under
Gulf Stream to the Antarctic deep-sea circular current.

4.3.

Horizontal turbulent diffusion

When modeling the global distribution of POPs in the ocean the large-scale horizontal turbulent
diffusion should be taken into account along with the advective horizontal transport.
A complete pattern of water movements in the ocean is very complicated and cannot be
mathematically described in the full extent. To assess the integral characteristics of the pollutant
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distribution in the ocean some field experiments were performed. A. Okubo [1971] is one of the early
summarizing papers in this field. The experimental dependence of a horizontal turbulent diffusion
coefficient on typical scales of the distribution processes under consideration is shown in Fig. 4.3.
The horizontal turbulent diffusion involves the
parameterization of a totality of various subgrid level
processes. Among these are the small-scale
turbulence and more large-scale water movements
ranging up to irregular and fairly regular eddy and
wave-like currents with the typical scale in the order
of a grid cell size. The small scale turbulence
represents a cascade of eddies or rather
inhomogeneities [Monin and Yaglom, 1965],
transferring the mechanical disturbance energy from
large to small formations. The small-scale
disturbance energy is converted to heat due to
viscous friction. It is considered (this hypothesis was
suggested by А.N.Kolmogorov [1941]), that “eddy”
small-scale
movements
are
steady,
locally
homogeneous and isotropic. In this case to describe
chaotic small-scale turbulent movements it is
appropriate to use mathematical statistics.

Fig. 4.3. Dependence of horizontal turbulent
diffusion in the ocean on the typical scale of
the processes [Okubo, 1971]

To solve equations describing movements of actual fluid a variety of computational methods has been
developed. Navier-Stokes Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) [Bewley et al., 2001] can be used only
with a high space and time resolution. Besides it imposes specific requirements to computer
resources and normally is applicable to small computation areas and low Reynolds numbers. LargeEddy Simulation (LES) is based on the parameterization of SubGrid Scale (SGS) turbulence
processes. SGS parameters are filtered with the help of some averaging function and related to
resolved scale parameters. Various modifications of LES are also applied such as the Dynamic
SubGrid Scale (DSGS) method, where SGS parameters are computed using a kernel of large-scale
averaging function, i.e. by resolved scale parameters, Spectral Models (SM) method [Kraichnan,
1976] and some other.
SGS processes in case of the turbulent diffusion-related problem can be represented by fluctuations
of current speed in the ocean, Rossby waves, tides, movements in the upper layers induced by
atmospheric formations, etc. Examples of the measured energy characteristics of various scale
seawater movements and their fluctuations are shown in Fig. 4.4. From this Figure it is possible to
conclude that there are evident maximums in the water movement spectrum. E.g. maximums
corresponding to 24- and 12-hour periods are recognized. With depth the energy of movements
decreases, however frequency dependence remains unchanged (Fig. 4.5). As for the energy of
fluctuations it also tends to significantly decrease with depth.
The parameterization of the horizontal turbulent diffusion given in [Smagorinsky, 1963] is widely used
in modeling of the global ocean dynamics:
Dth = (Cs Δx )2

where

1 ∂u ∂v 2
(
) ,
+
2 ∂y ∂x

(4.4)

Δx – typical horizontal scale (in grid models – width of a cell);
Cs – constant.
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Fig. 4.4. Spectral density of the kinetic horizontal
component speed energy in the Atlantic in 1970. 1-4
depths of observations - 25, 100, 500, 1500 m
respectively [Monin and Ozmidov, 1978]

Fig.4.5. Changing with depth of the current speed
macro-pulsation energy by data from the Arabian test
range, 1967 [Monin and Ozmidov, 1978]

At present in global ocean thermodynamics models the parameterization of the large-scale horizontal
turbulent diffusion suggested in [Visbeck et al., 1997] is used.
Dth = α

where

f
l2 ,
Ri b

(4.5)

α – coefficient;
f – Coriolis parameter;
Rib – bulk Richardson number;
l – scale of baroclinicity.

Parametrization of large-scale horizontal turbulent diffusion, used in [Gent and McWilliams, 1990],
provides for isopycnic mixing on a subgrid scale with the fulfillment of conditions of adiabaticity of this
mixing. The reduction to horizontal mixing in z-coordinates is made with a tensor of diffusion
coefficients containing a value of isopycnic surface inclination.
In the present paper, where the predetermined discrete values of current speed are used, the
parameterization of the large-scale horizontal turbulent diffusion in the ocean accounts for the solution
inaccuracy in discretization of a process rather than for real physical SGS processes. In reality not
only turbulent processes but also chaotic advection [Aref, 1984] are responsible for the fairly intensive
mixing of a pollutant in the ocean. When the discrete method is used the distributed fluctuating
speeds are replaced by their values in the discrete moments of time in the fixed points of space.
These values just describe averaged speeds in a computation cell with the help of some algorithm.
When averaged speeds are used the chaotic advection intensity may be lower than in natural
conditions. To compensate the losses in the mixing intensity it is possible to increase the turbulent
diffusion coefficients. Thus in the problem of pollutant distribution it is used that also chaotic advection
and turbulent diffusion lead to one result - mixing. Other aspects of turbulence and advection (energy
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transfer, etc) are not considered here. Under such conditions normally only the constant values of
large-scale horizontal turbulent diffusion coefficients obtained in field experiments are used. However
a certain parameterization algorithm for large-scale horizontal diffusion coefficients is offered here to
separate areas, where horizontal mixing is either lower or higher than the average for the whole
volume under computation. It is assumed that in discretization of the pollutant distribution process the
losses of the horizontal speed fluctuating components are higher in the regions where there are eddy
horizontal movements comparable in scale with the width of a cell. Besides the contribution of a
horizontal speed vertical gradient to the horizontal turbulent diffusion coefficient is taken into account.
I.e.:
Dth ~ Δx 2 ∂v / ∂x − ∂u / ∂y + A(Ri )Δz 2 (∂u / ∂z )2 + (∂v / ∂z ) 2 ,
where

(4.6)

A – some coefficient depending on Richardson number;
Δx, Δz – typical width and height of a cell respectively.

In Eq. (4.6) the first term determines the dependence of fluctuation horizontal of speeds on the degree
of their vorticity, the second term adds fluctuations depending on the vertical gradient of speed and
degree of flow stability.
To compute the values of a horizontal turbulent diffusion coefficient depending on time and
coordinates the normalization Dth throughout the ocean’s volume in the northern hemisphere is used:

∫D

th dv

where

= VDh ,

(4.7)

v – unit of volume;
V – volume of the global ocean in the northern hemisphere;
Dh – constant large-scale horizontal turbulent diffusion coefficient determined by the dependence given
in Fig.4.3.

Speeds are taken from the file available in the MSC-E data set with ocean speeds in the northern
hemisphere for 15 depths. Data were computed in the Hydrometeorological Centre of Russia with the
help of the general ocean circulation model [Resnyansky and Zelenko, 1992].
Some of dependences fh(t,x,y,z) are derived by such algorithm from expression:
fh (t , x, y , z ) =

2
2
2
2
Dth k ( Δx ∂v / ∂x − ∂u / ∂y + A(Ri )Δz (∂u / ∂z ) + (∂v / ∂z ) )
=
,
Dh
Dh

(4.8)

where k – deduced from (4.7) are given in Figs. 4.6 – 4.9.

Computed dependences of the horizontal turbulent diffusion coefficient have local disturbances.
Particularly it is typical for the upper layer of the ocean that could be related to disturbances of the
ocean induced by the atmosphere. In Fig. 4.7 the typical dependence of horizontal turbulent diffusion
coefficients upon the depth is given. With depth the coefficients significantly decrease, that coincides
with experimental dependences of energy of fluctuations of movement of water masses.
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Fig. 4.7. Typical dependence fh of the large-scale
horizontal turbulent diffusion on the depth, January,
φ = 60° N, λ = 20°W

Fig. 4.6. Typical dependence fh of the large-scale
horizontal turbulent diffusion on the latitude for the
upper layer of the ocean, January, λ = 20°W

In Figs. 4.8 a and b the distributions of relative values of the horizontal turbulent diffusion coefficient fh
in the upper layer of the ocean for winter and summer periods in the northern hemisphere are given.
Winter values exceed those obtained in summer in most of the ocean regions. It is likely to be due to
more intensive forcing of wind on the ocean upper layer in winter. Relatively low values of the
coefficients in the Arctic region should be noted.

January

June

a

b

Fig. 4.8. Typical distribution fh of the large-scale horizontal turbulent diffusion coefficients for the upper layer
of the ocean

4.4.

Vertical transport

Speeds of the vertical transport in the global ocean are by 2-3 orders lower that those of the
horizontal transport. It is explained by the ocean depth/width (vertical/horizontal proportions) ratio.
Vertical averaged water mass movements are not as clearly observed as horizontal sea currents.
However in some regions of the ocean fairly stable zones of either upwelling or downwelling are
observed.
The vertical turbulent diffusion in the ocean is generated by internal waves [Monin (ed.), 1997]. The
turbulence intensity depends on water environment buoyancy, which in turn is determined by
temperature and salinity and their vertical gradients. Near the upper surface wave falling-down and
wind internal shear can have a considerable impact on vertical water mixing. Energy coming through
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the upper surface resulted in the upper mixed layer with the vertical turbulent coefficient exceeding
the same value for lower layers by 1-2 orders of magnitude.
The vertical redistribution of lipophilic POPs as well as their export from the ocean is influenced by the
concentration of organic suspended particulate matter and properties. POPs are sorbed on particles.
The particles gravitate to the bottom and form a sedimentation layer. Concentration and properties of
suspended particles such as average size, density, sedimentation rate, organic carbon content and
other depend on composition, rate of arrival to the upper layers of the ocean, as well as on
coagulation, degradation and biotransformation of the particles as they sedimentate to the bottom.
Concentration of the particles also depends on their horizontal and vertical transport together with
water masses.

4.5.

Averaged vertical water mass movement

In the general pattern of the global ocean water circulation it is possible to identify zones of upwelling
and zones of downwelling. The main reason for upwelling is divergence and for downwelling –
convergence of surface currents or the increase of water density at the surface. In Fig. 4.9 mean
annual vertical speeds in the surface layer of the ocean are given. In the ocean global field of vertical
currents zones of upwelling located for the most part in the area of the south trade currents are
identified. There is a zone of upwelling in the area of the Bengal current near the southwestern coast
of Africa [Giraudeau et al., 2000]. Convergence of water masses leads to downwelling, for instance in
the Sargasso Sea. Thermohaline (caused by changes in water temperature) downwellings in the
Greenland and Labrador Seas form the North Atlantic deep seawaters extending to 400S at the depth
of 2-4 km. Near the coast of Antarctic thermohaline downwelling forms the Antarctic intermediate
waters and Antarctic bottom waters extending to 20-40ºN at the depth of 0,5 -2 km and more than 4
km respectively.

Fig. 4.9. Mean annual vertical water speeds near the surface [Garrison, 2004], cm/day
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Offshore and onshore near-coast currents normally induced by the alongshore wind result in
upwelling and downwelling events (Figs. 4.10, 4.11). Such events may appear to be of importance in
modeling the global transport of POPs, since the POP contribution to the ocean from the atmosphere
and rivers is particularly high in the coastal areas.

Onshore current

Offshore current

Fig. 4.10. Onshore current downwelling

4.6.

Fig. 4.11. Offshore upwelling

Vertical turbulent diffusion

Vertical mixing of ocean waters is highly sensitive to the density stratification (buoyancy effect),
vertical gradients of horizontal currents speed (shear effect), changes in current speeds near the
ocean-atmosphere, ocean-bottom and coastal boundaries (boundary effect). Disturbances generated
by these effects can be extended in the ocean as internal waves, internal currents, etc. Such
disturbances can destroy balance conditions in the ocean resulting in either turbulent mixing or
convective processes. The state of stability stratified in the fluid field of gravity is characterized by the
Brunt-Vaisala frequency:
N=

where

g ∂ρ
,
ρ ∂z

(4.9)

g – acceleration of gravity;

ρ – fluid density.

With high values of N fluid is more stable. The interaction of buoyancy and shear effects is measured
through Richardson number:
Ri =

where

N2
2

⎛ ∂u ⎞
⎛ ∂v ⎞
⎜ ⎟ +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ∂z ⎠
⎝ ∂z ⎠

2

,

(4.10)

{u, v} – horizontal components of current speed.

It is assumed that for currents with a monotonous profile {u, v} along the vertical coordinate fluid is
stable at Ri > 1/4 [Monin and Ozmidov, 1978].
The parameterization of the turbulent diffusion in the ocean with the use of Richardson number has
been made by several authors. In [Pacanowski and Philander, 1981] the following relationship is
given:
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Dtv =

where

ν tv

1 + α ⋅ Ri

+ Db , ν tv =

νv
(1 + α ⋅ Ri )n

+νb ,

(4.11)

Dtv – vertical turbulent diffusion coefficient;

νtv – vertical turbulent viscosity coefficient;
Db, νv, νb, α, n, – parameters to be selected.

In the present paper the parameterization of the function

Dtv
is made at Db = 0, α = 5.
ν tv

Vertical instability of stratified ocean waters is initiated by shears in the layers with the typical size of ~
10-100 m [Garrett, 2003]. In the ocean layer between the computation levels zk, zk-1 the number of
such layers can be assessed in the following way:
nl =

where

zk − z k − 1

δ

,

(4.12)

δ – typical thickness of a layer with shears initiating instability (in computations it is assumed that δ = 25m)

Assuming that distribution of Δu/δ in the layer with thickness Δz is normal we’ll have:
Δu / δ = nl Δu / Δz =

Δz

δ

Δu / Δz =

Δu
.
δΔz

I.e. in Eq.(4.10) Δu / δΔz were used instead of

(4.13)

∂u
∂v
. Similar substitutions were made for
.
∂z
∂z

Numerically the ocean POP distribution model was implemented in non-uniform layers on depth. The
thickness of the lower level (1200 m) exceeded that of the upper layer (25 m) significantly. Obviously,
by analogy with the parameterization methods used for the horizontal turbulent diffusion, in the ocean
layers with larger thickness subgrid vertical mixing (convective processes inside a layer, internal tides,
etc.) should be taken into account. We assume the dependence between the effective vertical mixing
coefficient and vertical scale of processes to be as follows:
Dtve ~ (

zk − zk −1

δ

)Dtv .

(4.14)

Computations for coefficients:
fv (t , x, y , z ) =

Dtve

(4.15)

ν tv

using Eq. (4.8) – (4.13) were made for the northern hemisphere.
Seawater density was computed by the following formula:
ρ = 1001.39 - 0.25 ⋅ to + 0.76 sal, kg/m3,
where

(4.16)

to – water temperature in ºС;
sal – seawater salinity in %% [Smith and Gent, 2002].
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Examples of computing the parameter ftv for the vertical turbulent diffusion from Eq. (4.15) are given
in Figs. (4.12 - 4.13). Winter values of ftv in the upper layers (and consequently of effective vertical
turbulent diffusion coefficients) (Fig. 4.12a) are higher than those obtained in summer (Fig. 4.12b). It
is likely due to more active atmosphere and less stable stratification of the ocean upper layers in
winter.

January

June

a

b

Fig. 4.12. Mean monthly values of fν - vertical turbulent diffusion coefficient for the upper layer of the ocean

In low latitudes vertical mixing in the deep-sea
layers is expressed to a lesser degree than in
mid latitudes (Fig. 4.13). This fact is supported
by several studies [Garrett, 2003]. In the lower
layers mixing is more intensive that in the
superincumbent levels. In the present paper
the increase of the computed coefficient of the
effective vertical turbulent diffusion in the
lower layers is explained not only by the
influence of the bottom boundary layer but
also by the fact that the vertical size of a
computation cell was increased.

4.7.

Fig. 4.13. Meridian cross-section of mean annual values
of ftν - vertical turbulent diffusion coefficient, 20º W

Upper mixed layer

Flows of mechanical and heat energy come to the upper layer of the ocean from the oceanatmosphere interface. Mechanical energy results from the processes of surface wave falling-down,
wind friction work at the water surface, convective water mass movements induced by the change in
the near-surface water density. Heat energy is generated due to convective heat flows from the
atmosphere, latent heat flows induced by evaporation and condensation of water at the surface,
balance of short-and long-wave radiation at the surface.
Mechanical energy passing in the water layer through a cascade of turbulent eddies is converted to
heat energy due to the kinetic energy dissipation of the small-scale turbulence. The input of heat
energy in its turn leads to the changes in water temperature and its buoyancy generates vertical
turbulent and convective movements and increases mechanical energy. The interaction of mechanical
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and heat energies through turbulence and convection leads to the formation of the upper mixed layer
with the increased vertical mixing. The lower boundary of the mixed level is movable but distinct
enough. Evolution of the upper mixed layer lower boundary is computed with the help of differential or
integro-differential systems of equations for heat and salt flows in the upper mixed layer with the
relevant boundary conditions for the flows and closures for turbulent flows [Resnyansky, 1975]. To
compute the upper mixed layer thickness the flows at the lower boundary should be specified. It is
achieved through the joint modeling of the upper mixed layer and general circulation of the ocean
[Resnyansky and Zelenko, 1991].
For the POP global distribution models parameters of the upper mixed layer are of special importance
by virtue of the fact that the main atmosphere-ocean flows of POPs enter the upper mixed layer
directly. Hence the intensity of the sources contributing POPs to the ocean depends on the upper
mixed layer parameters. In some cases the thickness of the upper mixed layer can exceed 500 m
(Fig. 4.14a). In the northern hemisphere the maximum thicknesses are noted in winter in mid latitudes
of the Atlantic. In summer the upper mixed layer is to a large extent suppressed by the seasonal
thermohaline (Fig.4.14b).

February

June

a

b
Fig. 4.14. Monthly averaged depths of the ocean upper mixed layer

4.8.

Sedimentation

Organic matter found in the marine environment can be of either of marine (autochtonous) or
terrigene (allochthonous) origin. The autochtonous organic matter for the most part is generated in the
upper (photic) layer through the phytoplankton photosynthesis. The allochthonous organic matter
enter the marine environment together with river flow and atmospheric inputs. For ocean areas
remote from the coastal zones a part of the allochthonous organic matter is insignificant.
Organic carbon resulted from the photosynthesis can be a part of various types of particulate organic
matter (POM) or dissolved organic matter (DOM). According to the seawater sample analysis
technique it is commonly supposed that all substances able to pass through a ~ 0.5 μm-cell filter are
dissolved, and substances trapped by such filters are particulate. The size of POM may vary from
fractions of μm to several centimeters. In addition to phytoplankton POM can be represented by
heterotrophic microorganisms (zooplankton, bacteria), waste products of the life (detritus) and
aggregates composed of organisms and detritus (marine snow). DOM may result from exudation of
phyto and zooplankton, biodegradation of cells, activity of bacteria. DOM is a part of colloids and
marine snow. In the ocean organic matter generated by primary producers (unicellular algae,
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synthesizing organic compounds from
minerals with the help of the solar
energy), passes on the food chain
between various organisms. The
richest
variety
of
phyto
and
zooplankton
communities
with
complicated trophic levels is found in
the photic layer (a 100-150 thick upper
layer, where sun light can pass
through). Some of organic matter
escapes from the photic layer,
gravitates to the bottom and forms the
sedimentation layer (Fig. 4.15).

Fig. 4.15. Vertical flow of organic matter in the ocean

In the process of the particulate matter sedimentation in the aphotic layer (a layer where do not
penetrate the solar rays) POM forms aggregates. At the same time particles degrade and the organic
carbon content reduces due to activity of bacteria. Zooplankton also contributes to the organic matter
reworking in the aphotic layer. At a first approximation consumption and excretion of sedimentating
particles by zooplankton can be seen as the processes of coagulation and degradation with some
intrinsic parameters.
To compute the concentration of organic particulate matter in the ocean the model of sedimentation
with aggregation and degradation of five classes of particles varying in size was approved (Annex A).
In the process of aggregation some particles of specific size were removed to the larger-size class
following the adopted algorithm. Similarly in the process of degradation some particles were removed
to the smaller-size class. The size of particles affected the rate of sedimentation and parameters of
coagulation. Each particle of a specific class was composed of three types of substances: nonorganic matter, labile organic matter and persistent organic matter. The non-organic matter had
higher density than organic components. Degradation rate of the labile matter was higher that that of
the persistent matter. Therefore in the process of sedimentation density of a particle belonging to
specific class and consequently rate of its sedimentation as well as specific concentration of organic
matter in it was changing. Particles of different classes were transported horizontally and vertically
with marine currents and turbulent diffusion. Data on current speeds and diffusion coefficients were
similar to those adopted for the POP transport modeling. Integral (across all the classes of particles)
space- and time dependent values of concentrations and sedimentation rates were computed as
parameters for the POP distribution model.
The annual cycle of effective concentrations and
rates of organic carbon flows for grid cells similar to
those used for the POP dynamics computation was
obtained with the boundary conditions, derived from
mean monthly values of primary productions in the
photic
layer
(http://marine.rutgers.edu
/opp/Database/DB.html). Mean annual values of
primary productions for the northern hemisphere are
given in Fig. 4.16.
Maximum values of mean annual primary
productions in the northern hemisphere are noted in
mid latitudes. Data on primary productions
presented here were obtained from satellites. Data
for the Arctic Seas were not available due to ice
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Fig. 4.16. Mean annual primary productions
for the Northern Hemisphere, g OC/m2/y

cover on the sea surface. To supplement the initial computation data sets with data on primary
productions in the Arctic region the following parameterization was used:
PP = kpi ⋅ s ik + kpw ⋅ (1 − sik − max(s ik −1 − sik ,0)) + kpb ⋅ max(sik −1 − sik ,0) ,
where

(4.17)

sik – ice compactness at the moment of computation;
sik −1 – ice compactness at the previous moment of time;
kpi – rate of primary productions growth under ice cover;
kpw – rate of primary productions growth in ice-free areas
kpb – rate of primary productions growth in thawed-out areas since the previous step.

Values of coefficients in Eq. (4.17) can be selected as follows [Romankevich and Vetrov, 2001]:
kpi = 10, mg OC/m2/day; kpw = 50 mg OC/m2/day; kpb = 300 mg OC/m2/day

(4.18)

A comparatively high value of kpb is in line with the fact that in the areas of sea ice melting a fast
growth of phytoplankton is observed.
The flow of organic carbon coming out from the photic
layer is associated with the rate of primary productions
growth in that layer. The parameterization of the flow
includes values of water temperature [Behrenfeld and
Falkowski, 1997; Gnanadesikan et al., 2002] (Fig.
4.17).
The computed field of the annual organic carbon flow
out from the photic layer is given in Fig. 4.18. In winter
(Fig. 4.19a) in the northern hemisphere in mid and low
latitudes the activity of bioproducers in the upper layer
and the organic carbon flow to the lower layers is
much lower than in summer (Fig. 4.19b). Lack of solar
energy is the most important reason for low activity of
primary producers in winter.

Fig. 4.17. Part of primary productions coming
out from the photic to the lower layers of the
ocean [Gnanadesikan et al., 2002]

Fig. 4.18. Mean annual flow of organic carbon out from the photic layer, mg OC/m2/day
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January

June

a

b
Fig. 4.19. Mean monthly flow of organic carbon out from the photic layer, mg OC/m2/day

The flow of organic carbon to the bottom of the ocean computed by the model is in agreement with
the data of measurements (Figs. 4.20, 4.21). The flow is most pronounced in coastal zones. This fact
is supported by a large body of research. In Fig. 4.22 the vertical cross-section of the organic carbon
flow for the 200W meridian is given. The significant decrease of the flow with depth can be seen.

Fig. 4.20. Mean annual flow of organic carbon to
the bottom of the ocean computed by the model,
North Atlantic, mmol OС/m2/y

Fig.4.21. Mean annual flow of organic carbon to the
bottom of the ocean by the data of measurements,
Atlantic [Usbeck, 1999], mmol OС/m2/y

Fig. 4.22 Mean annual flow for the 20°W meridian,
mmol OС/m2/y

Fig. 4.23 Mean annual flows averaged for 20° - 60°N,
10° - 35°W at the depths of 12,5 m and 3500 m, mmol
OС/m2/y
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Maximum values of the organic carbon flow in the upper layers of the ocean are observed in the
period of spring bloom. For mid latitudes of the Northern Atlantic this takes place in April-June (Fig.
4.23). In the process of sedimentation seasonal variations of the flow reach the depth of 3500 m in 11.5 month. Therefore the mean particle sedimentation rate is ~ 100 m/day, that is in fairly good
agreement with field measurements [Berelson, 2002]. With depth the sedimentation rate grows (Fig.
4.24) due to the increase of particles in size and density. Density of particles grows in response to the
increasing share of a permanent non-organic component [Klaas and Archer, 2002]. The specific
concentration of organic carbon in suspended matter as well as organic carbon flow decreases with
depth (Fig. 4.25).

Fig.4.25. Mean annual concentration of organic
carbon in suspended particulate matter for the 20°
meridian, mmol OС/m3

Fig. 4.24. Dependence of mean annual particle
sedimentation rate averaged for 20° - 60°N and10° 35°W on depth

4.9. Parameterization of dissolved organic matter concentration in the ocean
Evidently, dissolved organic compounds in the ocean environment do not influence the POP flux to
the bottom of the ocean. However in the process of redistribution of POPs between the dissolved
phase and phases of organic carbon in particles and organic carbon in DOM, the concentration of
DOM can have a significant impact on POP components in the ocean. In particular the increase of
the DOM concentration near the ocean-atmosphere interface leads to the decrease of the dissolved
POP concentration and consequently to the growth of the atmosphere-ocean gas phase flux.
Dissolved organic matter consists of various organic molecules and their conglomerates depending
on specific conditions. As estimated by some experts in the open ocean the amount of organic carbon
in the unit of water volume is several tens times higher that that contained in POM [Bodineau et al.,
1999]. In the deep-sea layer the concentration of dissolved organic carbon is stable enough
amounting to 37–42 μmol [Archer, 2003]. In the present paper at a first approximation the
concentration of the dissolved organic carbon is assumed to be proportional to the computed
suspended organic carbon concentration. The lower boundary of concentration values is considered
equal to 40 μmol. The coefficient of proportionality of concentrations is an experimental value.
The available fields of organic carbon concentrations allow the redistribution of POP phases in the
marine environment to be computed by the relationships similar to (2.4) or (2.6), (2.7) for conditions of
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phase equilibrium. Values of coefficients in these relationships, in particular equilibrium constants Kpoc
и Kdoc depend on a specific POP as well as on type and properties of organic carbon-bearing matrix.
POPs can be sorbed on living and non-living particles, and on lipids, proteins, carbohydrates
contained in particles, DOM and their conglomerates.
Besides phase equilibrium constants may depend on physical-chemical properties of the
environment, e.g. water temperature, pH, and salinity.
To compute the rate of POPs deposition with suspended particles, in addition to the concentration of
organic carbon in water the rates of particle sedimentation are required (the third member in Eq. 4.1).
The annual variation of organic carbon concentrations and rates of particle sedimentation in the
northern hemisphere depending on three coordinates and time were computed by the above
algorithm (see also Annex A) and recorded in files. The files can be used in modeling the POP largescale distribution in sea areas of the northern hemisphere as input data.

4.10. Sedimentation layer
In computing the concentration of POPs in the sedimentation layer at a first approximation it is
possible to assume that the thickness of the sedimentation layer is constant and concentration is
homogeneous throughout the layer. The parameterization of the sedimentation layer thickness with
non-zero concentration of POPs distributed throughout the layer is possible in the following way:
hsd = asd Fsdb,
where

(4.19)

Fsdb – rate of particle sedimentation to the bottom;
asd – parameter of proportionality.

Phase equilibrium is also assumed. In this case:
3

∂Cb
=
∂t

where

i =3

∑
i =1

Fbi

−

∑F

i
BO

i =1

hsd

,

(4.20)

Fbi – intensities of distributed sources/sinks of POP phases in sediments;
i
FBO
– flux of POP phases to the ocean.

4.11. Transport of POPs with sea ice
Vast areas of the ocean are covered with sea ice. In Polar regions sea ice has a significant impact on
distribution of POPs. In the northern hemisphere actually the whole surface of the Artic Ocean is
covered with ice. In some regions of the Arctic the sea ice thickness exceeds 4 meters (Fig. 4.26).
Despite the fact that in vertical resolution scales of the POP distribution model being offered the
thickness of sea ice is comparatively small, it affects the atmosphere-ocean and ocean-atmosphere
flux of POPs substantially.
When the sea surface is covered with ice, POPs sorbed on atmospheric particles and dissolved in
atmospheric precipitation do not enter the ocean but are deposited on the upper boundary of sea ice
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or on snow covering the ice surface. The free phase atmosphere-ocean fluxes cease. POPs can enter
ice in the process of ice congelation at the lower boundary of the sea ice surface or ice formation on
the ice-free water surface. POPs deposited on sea ice or snow can be transported by ice drift over
distances ranging from hundreds to thousands kilometers. In the Arctic a specific feature of ice drift is
the transpolar transport, i.e. ice drift from the coast of the northern seas in Russia to the Atlantic (Fig.
4.27). In the Beaufort Sea area the anticyclonic circulation of ice fields is identified, although some
studies [Dukhovskoy et al., 2004; Proshutinsky and Johnson, 2001] show that characteristics of ice
circulation can vary significantly and depend on the Arctic circulation.

Fig. 4.26. Mean annual thickness of ice in the Arctic, m

Fig. 4.27. Mean annual ice velocities in the Arctic

POPs contained in ice and snow enter the marine environment in the areas of ice melting.
Equations of POP transport with sea ice drift can be as follows:
∂(sicCici )
∂h ∂Cici
r r
+ (u ic ⋅ ∇ )(sicCici ) + sic ib
= −sic d ici ⋅ Cici ,
∂t
∂t ∂z
where

(4.21)

Cici – components of POP phases in ice;
r
uic = {uic ,v ic } – components of sea ice drift velocity;
sic – ice compactness;
∂hib
– rate of ice cogelation at the lower boundary of ice cover;
∂t
d ici – phase components of POP degradation in ice.

The third member in the left-hand side of Eq. (4.21) describes a “conveyor” movement of POPs from
the lower to upper layers of ice together with ice mass coming from the lower boundary of ice cover
(with congelation) and escaping from the upper boundary (with melting). The vertical system of
coordinates is rigidly bound to the lower boundary of ice and with melting/congelation the vertical
relative movement of ice mass takes place. The system of Eqs. (4.21) should be complemented by
the initial conditions, equations for the POP fluxes at the lower and upper boundaries of ice (3.29) –
(3.31) as well as for the flux of POPs from the atmosphere to the upper surface.
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FAIi = FAi sic (1 − ss ) ,
where

(4.22)

1
FAIi = {FAI
, FAI2 } – phase components of the atmosphere-ice POP flux;

FAi = {FA1, FA2 } – phase components of POP flux from the atmosphere to the unit of the oceanatmosphere interface (including the area covered with ice);
FA1 – flux of gas phase with precipitation;
FA2 – flux of particle phase with precipitation and dry depositions of atmospheric particles on the oceanatmosphere interface;
ss – compactness of snow on the ice surface (part of the ice surface covered with snow).

By analogy with Eq. (4.21) for snow on the ice surface the following is possible:
r
∂(sic ssCsi )
k r u Ci
r r
+ (uic ⋅ ∇)(sic ssCsi ) + sw ∇ ⋅ ( 10 s ) = −ss sic d si Csi − ksb (1 − sic )ssCsi ,
ρs
∂t
hs
where

(4.23)

Csi – components of POP phases in snow;
dsi – phase components of POP degradation in snow;

ρs – snow density;
hs – snow cover depth;
ksw – parameter of wind-driven snow transport on the ice cover surface;
kb – parameter of snow blowing to open water spaces.

The third member in the left-hand side of (4.23) is responsible for advection of POPs induced by the
wind-driven snow transport. The second member in the right-hand side of (4.23) describes the flux of
POPs from snow resulted from the entry of wind-driven snow mass into open water spaces (Annex
A).
POP fluxes for the snow environment are described by Eq.(3.32)-(3.34) and the equation of the POP
atmosphere-snow surface flux:
i
FAS
= FAi sic ss ,

where

(4.24)

1
2
i
FAS
= {FAS
, FAS
} – phase components of the POP atmosphere-snow flux and additional component for

the gas phase POP flow between snow and the atmosphere:
1
FASd
=

where

(Ca1 − Csurf )
r + rsurf

(4.25)

Ca1 – concentration of the POP gas phase in the atmosphere;
Csurf – effective concentration of POPs on the snow surface;
r – flux resistance on the part of the atmosphere;
rsurf – effective flux resistance on the part of the surface (Annex B).

Rates of snow and ice melting, ice congelation at the lower boundary of ice cover and ice formation
on the ice-free water surface were computed in the Hydrometeorological Centre of Russia by the sea
ice dynamics model similar to the NCAR sea ice model [Bettge et al., 1996]. Examples of outcomes
are given in Figs. 4.28–4.30.
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Fig. 4.28. Mean annual rate of ice melting at the
upper boundary of ice cover in the Arctic, mm/day

Fig. 4.29. Mean annual rate of ice congelation at the
lower boundary of ice cover in the Arctic, mm/day

Fig. 4.30. Mean annual rate of ice melting in the Arctic mm/day

The processes of ice formation on ice-free water surface and ice congelation (and consequently
entering of POPs from water to ice) take place for the most part near the Russian coast of the Arctic
seas (Fig. 4.29). Input of POPs to the marine environment resulted from ice and snow melting is
noted in the boundary zones of ice cover (Figs. 4.28, 4.30).
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5.

DEGRADATION OF POPs IN THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT

Under the influence of the environment some of POP molecules degrade. Dynamics of the POP
concentration with allowance made for such degradation can be described with the following
equation:
∂Coi
= Foi = −doi Coi ,
∂t
where

(5.1)

Foi – intensity of distributed POP sinks in the marine environment (Eq.(5.1));
d o1 , d o2 , d o3 – coefficients of degradation (the value inversely proportional to the period of degradation of
a half of POP mass) for the dissolved, sorbed on particles and sorbed on DOM POP phases respectively.

For persistent organic pollutants the period of degradation of a half of POP mass in the water
environment may vary from several weeks to several hundreds years.
POP molecules degrade in the marine environment due to several processes. The most significant of
them are hydrolysis, photodegradation and biodegradation.
The rate of hydrolysis depends on the hydrolysis activation energy and on such parameters of the
environment as temperature and pH [Dutchak et al, 2002]. For the POP dissolved phase the following
is possible:
1
d og

where

=

1
aog
( pH )e

−

1
bog
E a1

RTo

,

(5.2)

T0 – water temperature (ºK);
1
aog
( pH ) – function determining ion activity in solution, depends on pH of the environment and type of POP;

Ea1 – energy of dissolved phase activation;
1
bog
– substance-dependent parameter;

R – the universal gas constant, J/mol·K.

In the upper photic layer, where solar radiation penetrates, there is a possibility for another type of
POP degradation known as photodegradation. The rate of photodegradation depends on solar
intensity in a specific spectral range. Similar to Eq.(5.2) for dissolved phase photodegradation the
dependence of a degradation coefficient on the activation energy and temperature of the environment
is described by Arrhenius law [Najjar et al., 2001]:
1
d op

where

=

1
aop
I λ ( z )e

−

1
bop
E a1

RTo

,

(5.3)

1
aop
– certain function depending on POP characteristics and parameters of the environment;
1
bop
– parameter of substance activation in photodegradation;

Iλ(z) – density of solar energy flux in the λ-range at the depth z.

Dependence of Iλ(z) on depth can be presented in the form of exponential damping:
Iλ ( z ) = Iλ 0 ( z )e − μ o z

(5.4)

In Eq.(5.4) the parameter μ0 is determined by the wave range λ, and contamination concentration in
the water layer. It is assumed that the solar energy can not penetrate beyond the photic layer. Hence,
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photodegradation can be found only in a relatively small upper ocean layer. However, importance of
this type of degradation is specified on the significance of processes in the upper layer of ocean.
For some types of POPs 30% and at low temperatures up to 50% of the total degraded mass may fall
on biodegradation [AMAP Assessment 2002, 2004]. Biodegradation is a destruction of POP
molecules resulted from bacteria activity. It is stated [AMAP Assessment 2002, 2003] that the
intensity of biodegradation depends on temperature similarly to Eq.(5.2). Hence, the following
expression can be offered for the parameterization of the POP dissolved phase degradation
coefficient:
1
d ob

where

=

b1
− ob
1
b
aob (Co )e To

,

(5.5)

1
aob
– certain function depending on the concentration of bacteria Cob ;
1
bob
– experimental parameter.

Obviously molecules sorbed on various carriers of POPs degrade slower than dissolved molecules.
For the total coefficient of POP degradation in the ocean taking into account (5.2) - (5.5) we have:
doi

=

i
d og

+

i
d op

+

i
d ob

=

i
aog
e

−

i
bog
E ai

+

RTo

i
aop
Iλ 0e − μ o z e

−

i
bop
E ai

RTo

+

bi
− ob
i
aob e To

(5.6)

In (5.6) the upper index corresponds to the POP phase. No summation is made over the i index.
Similar conclusions can be made for the coefficients of degradation in ice and snow. Assuming that
there is no biodegradation in ice and snow the following is possible:
i
d ici = aicg
e

−

−

i
bicg
E ai

RTic

i
+ aicp
I λ 0e − μ ic z ic e

i
bsg
E ai

i
+ asp
I λ 0e − μ s zs e

and

i
d si = asg
e

where

Tic – ice temperature, ºK;

RTs

−

−

i
bicp
E ai

RTic

- for ice

(5.7)

- for snow

(5.8)

i
bisp
E ai

RTs

Ts – snow temperature, ºK;
zic – ice cover depth;
zs – snow cover depth.
i
i
i
i
Parameters for ice aicg
, bicg
, aicp
, bicp
, μic

and for snow are similar to those for the marine

environment.
Obviously the depth of solar energy penetration for ice is smaller than for water and much smaller for
snow, i.e.:
μ0 << μic << μs,

(5.9)

that affects the values of photodegradation significantly.
For sediments (coastal zones are not taken into account) no photodegradation is assumed. Hence:

i
d bi = abg
e

where

−

i
bbg
E ai

RTb

i
+ abb
e

bi
− bb
Tb

,

(5.10)

Tb – sediment temperature, ºK
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i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
Notations abg
, bbg
, abb
, bbb
for sediments are similar to aog
, bog
, aob
, bob
used for the marine

environment.
The full system of differential equations for the distribution of POPs in the marine environment is
presented in Annex D.

6. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS ON DISTRIBUTION OF POPs IN THE
MARINE ENVIRONMENT OF THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE
With the model introduced above the numerical experiments on the global distribution of POPs in the
marine environment of the northern hemisphere were conducted. The model equation system was
solved by numerical methods in the spherical coordinates on the discrete 1.25º×1.25º horizontal
resolution grid with 15 vertical layers.

6.1.

Selection of pollutant and plan of the experiments

Two different types of POPs were used for the experiments: PCB-153 and lindane. These POPs differ
from one another significantly by their physical-chemical properties. PCB-153 is fairly lipophilic and
hydrophobic. A sorbed phase portion in its total concentration in the marine environment is relatively
high. On the contrary lindane is very soluble in water. It is not at all as lipophilic as PCB-153 and the
sorbed phase portion in its total concentration is much lower compared with PCB-153. These two
specific POPs were selected due to several reasons: they are widespread in the environment, data on
their emissions in the northern hemisphere are available and the amount of measurements of their
concentrations in various environmental compartments is relatively large.
In the course of the above experiments the dynamic characteristics of the marine environment
compartment, which is the part of the POP global transport multi-compartment model, were analyzed.
The model sensitivity to the turbulent diffusion processes, ocean upper layer mixing, ice cover in the
Arctic region, arrival of POPs with river flow was experimentally assessed.
Dynamic characteristics of the marine compartment were studied in the experiments involving the
constant flux of PCB -153 и γ-HCH to the ocean in the Northwest Atlantic in the area of 55º-60º N,
10º-20º W (NE-PCB, NE-HCH) (Fig.6.1), constant flux of PCB -153 to the ocean in mid latitudes of the
Western Atlantic in the area of 30º-35º N, 65º-75º W (MW-PCB) (Fig. 6.2), constant uniform flux of
PCB -153 to the ocean distributed over the whole sea area of the northern hemisphere (GLOB-PCB).
The above areas in the Atlantic to study the fluxes of the pollutants were selected due to the fact that
they are most important in terms of the POP transport to the EMEP regions and that the most
intensive sources of POPs are located near them (Fig. 6.3). Additional studies of the horizontal
convergence in areas with intensive sedimentation were conducted under the experiment with the
initial non-zero uniform concentration of PCB-153 in the marine environment of the northern
hemisphere and zero flux to the ocean (INI-PCB). The operating capacity of the marine environment
component of the POP long-range transport multi-compartment model was assessed under the
experiments with the actual emissions of PCB-153 for 1970-2000 (REAL-PCB) and γ-HCH for 19852002 (REAL-HCH). The sensitivity of the POP transport processes to sea ice cover is assessed in the
comparison of the outcomes of the experiments involving actual emissions of γ-HCH with (REAL-
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HCH) and without (REAL-HCH-woi) ice cover. The importance of the upper mixed layer in the vertical
structure of the ocean is shown in the comparison of the model results involving actual emissions of γHCH with (REAL-HCH) and without (REAL-HCH-wom) this layer. The impact of the POP arrival with
river flow on the POP concentration in the Arctic region is demonstrated in the experiment (REALHCH-riv).
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Fig.6.1. Location of POP fluxes to the ocean in the
experiment NE-PCB

Fig.6.2. Location of POP fluxes to the ocean in the
experiment MW-PCB

Fig. 6.3. PCB-153 emissions averaged for 1970-2000,
μg/month/m2

Fig.6.4. γ-HCH emissions averaged for 1985-1996,
μg/month/m2

Fig.6.5. PCB-153 total emissions

Fig.6.6. γ-HCH total emissions
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6.2. Experiment with the constant flux of PCB -153 to the ocean in the
Northwestern Atlantic in the area of 55º-60º N, 10º-20º W
The routes and pattern of the PCB-153 distribution from the sources located in Northern and Central
Europe have been studied in the experiment NE-PCB. On entering the ocean from the atmosphere in
the Northeast Atlantic (55º-60º N, 10º-20º W, Fig.6.1) PCB-153 is distributed in the surface layer
under the influence of the advective and diffusion transport processes in the way shown in Fig.6.7
(Co/Comax % in the upper 100 m layer for the total concentration over all phases. Comax – maximum
concentration in the upper 100 m layer for the experiment under consideration).
1st year

4th year

7th year

10th year

Fig.6.7. Values of Co/Comax% for the upper 100m layer

As seen from the figure within the selected area PCB-153 propagates at a maximum rate to the northeast along the northwest coast of Scandinavia. It is in line with the direction of the local sea currents:
North-Atlantic and Norwegian (Fig. 4.1). The time required to reach the maximum value of Co/Comax%
near the northern points of Scandinavia and Spitzbergen is about 5-7 years. The East-Greenland
current exporting waters of the Arctic to the Atlantic Ocean forms waters with lower concentration of
PCB-153 (in the experiment under consideration) near the east coast of Greenland. To the south-east
the pollutant propagates for the most part under the influence of the turbulent diffusion. The range of
the PCB-153 transport to the south-east is 2-3 times shorter than that to the south-west.
The vertical distribution of PCB-153 is affected by the vertical averaged water mass movement
processes (upwelling, downwelling), vertical turbulent diffusion and PCB-153 particulate phase
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transport with sedimentation of suspended particles. Fig.6.8 gives values of Co/Comax% for the total
concentration over all phases for the meridian cross-section along the 12.5ºW longitude and Fig.6.9 –
values of Co2 / Co2max % ( Co2max - maximum value of the particulate phase concentration for the crosssection of the experiment under consideration) for the particulate phase. Concentration of the
pollutant reduces with depth. For the particulate phase this tendency is more pronounced on the
average. Horizontally in the surface layer PCB–153 distributes quicker that in the deep-sea layers.
Obviously it is due to more active mixing in the upper layers induced by chaotic advection and
comparatively higher values of the horizontal turbulent diffusion coefficients in the considered
parameterization.
1st year

10th year

Fig.6.8 ΔCo/Comax% for the total concentration over all phases, meridian cross-section, 12.5ºW
1st year

10th year

Fig.6.9. ΔCo/Comax% particulate phase, meridian cross-section, 12.5ºW

6.3. Experiment with the continuous flux of PCB -153 to the ocean in mid
latitudes of the Western Atlantic in the area of 30º-35º N, 65º-75º W
(MW-PCB)
The propagation of PCB-153 from another region of intensive emissions – the west coast of North
America has been studied under the experiment MW-PCB. Under the influence of the Gulf Stream
and further of the North-Atlantic Current the pollutant spreads from the source to the north-east. The
dynamics of the mean annual concentration in the upper layer normalized to the maximum value is
given in Fig. 6.10.
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1st year

4th year

7th year

10th year

Fig. 6.10 Values of ΔCo/Comax% for the upper100-m layer

In the North Atlantic the e times lower values of the concentration Comax are reached in the 7-10th year.
In the North and East Atlantic the distribution of PCB-153 in the experiment under consideration has a
pronounced diffusion pattern. Similarly to NE-PCB studying the sources of PCB-153 near the coast of
Europe in MW-PCB experiment the concentration of PCB-153 reduces with depth significantly and
horizontal processes of mixing are more active in the upper layers (Fig. 6.11).

1st year

10th year

Fig.6.11. Values of ΔCo/Comax%, meridional cross-section, 50ºW
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6.4. Experiment with the constant uniform flux of PCB -153 to the ocean
through the sea surface of the northern hemisphere (GLOB-PCB)
The role of sedimentation processes in the PCB-153 distribution dynamics has been studied in the
experiment GLOB-PCB. In this experiment the flux of PCB-153 from the atmosphere was assumed to
be constant and uniform over the whole sea area of the northern hemisphere. But the distribution of
the pollutant flux to the bottom appeared to be significantly non-uniform. Fig. 6.12 gives the field of the
function:
T

fn =

2

∫ F /(∑ (F
2
OB

t =0

i
AIO

i
+ FIOi + FSO
) dt ⋅ 100% ,

(6.1)

i =1

2
defining the percentage ratio of the PCB-153 flow accumulated in sediments ( FOB
) to the total flux
2

2

2

i =1

i =1

i =1

i
i
) accumulated at the upper surface of the ocean.
from the air ( ∑ FAIO
), ice ( ∑ FIOi ) and snow ( ∑ FSO

1st year

10th year

Fig.7.12. Values of the PCB-153 fluxes to sediments/PCB-153 fluxes to the ocean through the upper surface
ratio (fn)
From these figures it is seen that PCB-153 falls into the bottom sediments mainly in the coastal zones
and in relatively shallow water areas. The map of PCB -153 deposition correlates with the distribution
of the organic matter flow to the bottom of the ocean (Fig. 4.21), and partly with the map of ocean
bathymetry. Below in the experiment with the initial non-zero uniform concentration of PCB -153 (INIPCB) it is shown that zones of PCB-153 deposition to the bottom of the ocean are the sites of PCB153 collection (horizontal convergence) from the adjacent ocean areas. These sites represent sinks of
PCB-153 concentrations and consequently new masses of the pollutant are transported here by the
horizontal transport processes (advection and diffusion) from the areas, where such sinks are not
found. Such pattern of the PCB-153 redistribution in the ocean is worth noting since coastal and
shallow water zones with the intensive flow of organic matter to the bottom of the ocean are normally
areas of fishery and keen commercial interest. In these zones pollutants arrived to the ocean from the
air are also accumulated. Other PCB-153 sinks in the ocean such as destruction of the PCB-153
molecules, reemission to the air etc. should also be necessarily taken into account.
In the experiments under consideration the PCB-153 concentration is distributed in such a way that in
the upper ocean layer the most polluted waters are found in the eastern regions. Obviously it is due to
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the fact that in these regions of the northern hemisphere sea currents are not as pronounced as in the
western regions (Fig. 4.1), and vertical components of the current velocity fields lead to downwelling
(Fig. 4.9). Non-uniformity of the turbulent diffusion coefficient is not responsible for this effect. On the
right hand side of Fig.6.13 the field of concentrations in the upper layer of the ocean is given at the
constant and uniform coefficients of horizontal Dh (Eq.4.8) and vertical νtv (Eq.4.14) turbulent diffusion.
Most significantly non-uniformity of the turbulent diffusion coefficients affects the distribution of the
PCB-153 concentration in the upper layer of the ocean in the Arctic region. The adopted
parameterization of the turbulent diffusion coefficients leads to relatively small values of these
coefficients in high latitudes of the northern hemisphere (Figs. 4.8a,b, 4.12a,b). For the experiment
under consideration this fact results in some increase of PCB-153 concentrations in the above
regions.

non-uniform diffusion

uniform diffusion

Fig. 6.13. Values of ΔCo/Comax% in the upper layer of the ocean in the 10th year of the experiment
It is important to take into account such pattern of the concentration redistribution at a uniform flux of
PCB-153 from the air to the ocean when the dynamics of concentrations is assessed in the
experiments with actual emissions.

6.5.

Experiment with the initial uniform concentration of PCB-153 and
zero flux to the ocean (INI-PCB)

In the experiment INI-PCB the dynamics of the PCB-153 distribution in the ocean with the non-zero
initial concentration and zero flux to the ocean from other environmental compartments has been
analyzed. When organic particles in the upper layers of the ocean are formed some of the PCB-153
dissolved phase is sorbed on the particles and sedimentates to the bottom. The organic matter
productivity, concentration and flow to the ocean are non-uniform (Fig. A.3). Areas with the increased
productivity are characterized by the PCB-153 convergence. It can be explained with the help of the
(Fig. 7.14).
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Fig.6.14. Scheme of the PCB-153 convergence to areas with the increased productivity

In the areas with the increased productivity there is a
tendency toward collection of PCB-153 from
adjacent areas (with lower productivity) and its
subsequent export to sediments. Such areas are
shown in the comparison of the outcomes of the
experiment INI-PCB with and without horizontal
transport of PCB-153. The absence of horizontal
transport (when only vertical diffusion exchange is
observed) leads to the depletion of the areas with
the increased PCB-153 flow to the bottom, and as a
result to the decrease of the total sedimentation flow
(Fig.6.15).

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
With dynamic

Without dynamic

Fig.6.15. Relative values of the total PCB-103
sedimentation flux in the 10th year of the
experiment

Areas of collection (convergence) of the PCB-153 fluxes are located in coastal zones (Fig.6.16). The
PCB-153 convergence properties are most pronounced in the North Sea, Yellow Sea and East China
Sea, at the coast of Newfoundland and near the Bering Strait. Most of these areas are zones of keen
commercial interest.

Fig.6.16. Distribution of the accumulated PCB-153 sedimentation fluxes with dynamics/ accumulated PCB-153
sedimentation fluxes without any dynamics ratio in the 10th year of the experiment
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6.6.

Experiment with constant flux of γ-HCH in the Northeastern Atlantic

By analogy with NE-PCB in the experiment under consideration the pollutant concentration dynamics
in the northeast regions of the Atlantic Ocean has been analyzed. Lindane (γ-HCH) was selected as a
pollutant. With regard to the physical-chemical properties lindane differs from PCB-153 mainly in the
following: it is much better soluble in water, it is not as lipophilic as PCB-153 and it has shorter halflife.
The pattern of the γ-HCH distribution in the upper 100-m layer of the ocean (Fig. 6.17) is similar to
that of PCB-153 (Fig. 6.7). Speed of distribution of the γ-HCH 50% concentration (from maximal) in
the upper layer is less than for PCB-153. In the 10th year it reaches only the Southwest coast of
Scandinavia. In case of PCB-153 it covers the same distance in 3-4 years. It is likely to be due to the
difference in degradation rates. The speed of the degradation of lindane is higher, than for PCB-153
by an order of magnitude.
1st year

10th year

Fig.6.17. Values of ΔCo/Comax% for the upper 100 m layer
To the depth of the ocean γ-HCH (Fig. 6.18) is distributed also slower compared with PCB-153 (Fig.
6.8). It may be due to the higher degradation rate of γ-HCH and its lower lipophility as well, i.e due to
lower rate of its transport to the lower layers together with sedimentating particles. The lower rate of
the γ-HCH sedimentation transport is confirmed by the comparison of meridian cross-sections of the γHCH (Fig. 6.19) and PCB-153 (Fig. 6.9) particulate phase concentrations. The γ-HCH particulate
phase concentration reduces with depth more rapidly.
1st year

10th year

Fig.6.18. Values of ΔCo/Comax%, meridian cross-section, 12.5ºW
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1st year

10th year

Fig.6.19. Values of Co2 / Co2max % for the particulate phase, meridian cross-section, 12.5ºW

6.7. Multicompartment model experiment on γ-HCH transport (REAL-HCH)
The capacity of the POP large-scale marine environment transport model has been tested by its
incorporation into the POP global dynamics multicompartment model developed in MSC-E [Gusev et
al., 2005]. In a number of experiments with γ-HCH the emission data series for 1985-2002 was used.
Some features of the series are shown in Fig. 6.6. The highest intensity of sources was recorded in
India. The total emissions in the northern hemisphere reduced quite drastically after 1990.
The γ-HCH concentration dynamics in the upper 100 m layer of the ocean (Figs. 6.20 – 6.22) are
similar to that of PCB-153 observed under the experiment GLOB-PCB. Concentration tends to
increase in the eastern areas. High values of concentration (> 100 ng/m3) in the coastal zones of
Northern Europe can be attributed to the closeness of European emission sources. In the northern
seas of Russia the increased γ-HCH concentration is explained by the pattern of currents in the Arctic
Ocean, arrival of the pollutant from the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans through the Strait of Bering and
comparatively low coefficients of large-scale diffusion. Values of the γ-HCH input from the air in these
areas are far from maximums (Fig. 6.20).
1985

1990

1996

Fig.6.20 Values of Co in the upper 100 m layer ng/m3

In the depth distribution of γ-HCH concentration (Figs.6.21, 6.22) decreases with depth almost
everywhere (from 100 ng/m3 at the surface to 1 ng/m3 at the depth of ~ 500 - 800 m). In some regions,
e.g. the North Atlantic near the coast of Island the γ-HCH concentration decreases with depth not so
drastically (5-10 ng/m3 at the depth of ~ 2000 meters). It may be due to the deep-sea convection
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observed here. As the intensity of emission sources decreases in the period from 1990 to 1996 (Fig.
6.6) the γ-HCH concentration decreases in the upper layers too, but actually remains unchanged in
the deep-sea layers.
Maps of the γ-HCH atmosphere-marine environment fluxes (Fig.6.23) agree with the γ-HCH
atmospheric transport from Indian and European sources. Indian sources are responsible for the γHCH concentration fields in the Pacific. From European sources γ-HCH enters the ocean in the region
of the North Atlantic and is transported for the most part to the Arctic Ocean by sea currents and
turbulent diffusion (experiment NE-HCH).
1990

1996

Fig. 6.21 Values of Co, meridian cross-section, 20ºW, ng/m3
1990

1996

Fig.6.22. Values of Co, meridian cross-section, 175ºW, ng/m3
1985

1990

Fig.6.23. Values of FAO flux, μg/m2/y
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1996

Sea ice cover in the Arctic region impedes the direct atmosphere-ocean γ-HCH exchange. Melting of
of γ-HCH-bearing ice and snow and blowing of snow to open water spaces form the ice cover-ocean
γ-HCH fluxes (Fig.6.24). These fluxes are relatively small (~2-5 μg/m2/y) compared with those from
the atmosphere to the ocean in the North Atlantic (>50 μg/m2/y). However in the Arctic Ocean they
account for 50-95% of the total fluxes coming through the upper surface (Fig.6.25). In the experiment
under consideration the flux of γ-HCH with river runoff was not taken into consideration.

Fig.6.24. Values of FIO + FSO flux, 1990, μg/m2/y

Fig.6.25. Values of (FIO + FSO)/(FIO + FSO + FAIO) ratio,
1990, %

The input of γ-HCH to the sedimentation layer is not considerable due to low lipophilicity of the
pollutant. The γ-HCH particulate phase flux to the bottom is by 2-3 orders of magnitude lower than the
total flux through the upper surface of the ocean even in the areas with the maximum sedimentation
flux (Fig.6.26). Relatively high values of the sedimentation flux are noted in the North Sea and coastal
zones of northern seas of Russia.

1985

1990

2
Fig.6.26. Values of γ-HCH flux to the bottom FOB
, ng/m2/y
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6.8.

Ice cover sensitivity experiment

In the northern hemisphere vast areas of the Arctic Ocean as well as northern areas of the Pacific and
Atlantic Oceans are covered with ice varying in compactness and thickness (Figs. 3.6, 4.26). With ice
POPs washed out by atmospheric precipitation and depositing with atmospheric particles do not enter
the marine environment but are accumulated at the ice cover surface. Ice also impedes the POP free
phase ocean-atmosphere diffusion exchange. Fig. 6.27 shows the difference between the gas phase
1
1
flows ( ΔFAIO
= FAIO

Without

1
− FAIO

With

) for the experiments involving actual emissions of γ-HCH with and

without ice cover (REAL-HCH).
atmosphere-ocean flux.

As is seen from the figure ice cover impedes the gas phase

With ice the particulate phase atmosphere-ocean flux also decreases (Fig.6.28). Only part of the flux
coming to the ocean through open water spaces remains.

Fig.6.28. Difference between particulate phase flows,
2
ΔFAIO
, 1990, μg/m2/y

1
Fig. 6.27. Difference between gas phase flows ΔFAIO
,
2
1990, μg/m /y

With ice the flux impeded by ice is comparable with the γ-HCH atmosphere-ocean flux in the absence
of ice (Fig.6.29). I.e. almost the entire atmosphere-ocean flux probable in the absence of ice is
blocked. The flux partly blocked is compensated by the γ-HCH flux to the ocean from ice and snow
(Fig.6.29).
The decrease in the γ-HCH flux to the ocean influences the γ-HCH concentration in the marine
environment. On the average in the areas covered with ice the concentration becomes lower. The
difference between concentrations ΔCo=Co|without ice–Co|with ice is given in Fig. 6.30. In the surface layers
the decrease amounts to ~ 5 %. In the areas free of ice some “compensating” increase in the γ-HCH
concentration in seawater is noted. It can be explained by the atmospheric transport of the impeded
flow from areas covered with ice to those free of it.
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Fig.6.30. Difference between concentrations ΔCo,
upper 100 m layer, 1990, ng/m3

Fig.6.29. Value of flux FAO without ice cover 1990,
μg/m2/y

Changes in the γ-HCH concentrations in seawater caused by ice cover for the most part are noted in
the surface layers (Figs.6.31-6.32).

Fig.6.31 Difference between concentrations ΔCo,
meridian cross-section, 20ºW, 1990, ng/m3

6.9.

Fig.6.32. Difference between concentrations ΔCo,
meridian cross-section, 175ºW, 1990, ng/m3

Upper mixed layer sensitivity experiment

In the surface layer the intensity of vertical mixing is significantly higher (by 1-2 orders of magnitude)
than in deep-sea layers. When POPs come to the ocean from the air such intensive mixing reduces
the POP flux resistance in Eq.(3.13). If the upper mixed layer is not taken into account the pollutant on
entering the ocean from the air will be to a greater extent accumulated in the surface layers. It is
confirmed by the comparison of the outcomes of the experiment under consideration, where the upper
mixed layer was not taken into account (Fig.6.33), and the experiment REAL-HCH, where the upper
mixed layer was taken into account (Fig.6.23).
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1985

1990

Fig. 6.33. Values of Co, in the upper 100 m layer, ng/m3
The average concentration in the upper 100 m layer for the experiment under consideration in most of
sea areas of the northern hemisphere grows by 50 – 100% (Fig.6.34). The exception is provided by
the northern areas, where the upper mixed layer is not pronounced (Figs. 4.14.b, 4.15).
In the absence of the upper mixed layer the profile of concentration distribution is steeper that in the
presence of it (Fig.6.35).

Fig.6.34. Difference between concentrations ΔCo%
in the upper 100 m layer, 1990, %

Fig.6.35. Profiles of average concentrations for the
northern hemisphere, 1990, ng/m3

6.10. Multi-compartment model experiment on PCB-153 distribution
The operating capacity of the model was also assessed in the experiment with the actual distribution
of PCB-153 sources. Some features of the PCB-153 emission sources are given in Figs.6.3 and 6.4.
In accordance with dynamics of emission sources (Fig.6.5) the concentration in the upper 100 m layer
of the ocean was increasing from 1970 to 1985. After 1985 it was decreasing (Fig. 6.36). As for the
horizontal distribution of the PCB-153 concentrations maximum values were noted in the region of the
North Sea. Comparatively high concentrations were recorded in the Arctic Ocean area.
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1970

1985

1995

2000

Fig.6.36 Values of Co in the upper 100 m layer, ng/m3

The vertical distribution of concentrations in the Atlantic (Fig.6.37), Pacific (Fig.6.38) and Arctic
Oceans is described by a sufficiently steep decrease with depth. At the depth exceeding 1 km the
concentration of PCB-153 is lower than that at the surface by 2 orders of magnitude and even more.

1985

2000

Fig.6.37. Values of Co, meridian cross-section, 20ºW, ng/m3
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1985

2000

Fig.6.38. Values of Co, meridian cross-section, 175ºW, ng/m3

Depth, m

C, ng/m3

The dynamics of the dependence between PCB-153
concentrations
averaged
over
the
northern
hemisphere and depth is shown in Fig.6.39. As the
intensity of emission sources decreases after 1985 the
PCB-153 concentration in the surface layers also
decreases whereas in deep-sea layers (deeper than
600 – 700 m) it continues to grow. Therefore
accumulation of PCB-153 in the deep-sea layers is
more slower process that ocean-atmosphere
exchange. In the deep-sea layers the PCB-153 keeps
on growing even after cessation of emissions.

Fig.6.39. Dynamics of concentration Co,
averaged over the northern hemisphere, ng/m3

The mean annual PCB-153 flux through the oceanatmosphere interface is positive (directed to the
ocean) almost everywhere in the beginning of the
experiment (Fig.6.40). In 1976-1978 the total PCB-153
gas phase flux through the interface in the northern
hemisphere becomes opposite in direction and in the subsequent years the re-emission oceanatmosphere gas phase flux of PCB-153 is noted (Fig.6.41) in most of sea areas. The highest intensity
of the positive flux is retained in the western regions of the Atlantic.
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1970

1985

1995

2000

1
Fig.6.40. Values of gas phase flux FAIO
, ng/m2/y

In the experiment under consideration the fluxes of PCB153 to the bottom of the ocean are shown in Fig. 6.42.
The distribution of the PCB-153 fluxes to the bottom
correlates with the organic carbon flow to the bottom
(Annex A. Fig. A.3) and at the same time depends on
the flux of the pollutant to the ocean through the upper
surface as well as on horizontal transport in the ocean.
Areas, where the PCB-153 flux to the bottom is most
intensive are the North Sea, Barents Sea, Yellow Sea
and East China Sea, an area near Newfoundland and
the Strait of Bering.
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Fig.6.41. Experiment REAL-PCB, dynamics
1
of FAIO
averaged over the northern
hemisphere

1970

1985

1995

2000

2
Fig.6.42. Flux to the bottom of the ocean FOB
, ng/m2/y

As the PCB-153 emission intensity decreases after
1985 both the total atmosphere-ocean flux and the flux
to the bottom also decrease (Fig. 6.43). However the
rate of the flux to the bottom decreases much slower
than that of the flux to the ocean through the upper
surface.
The horizontal and vertical transport processes result
in accumulation and deposition of PCB – 153 at the
bottom in specific areas.
In Fig.6.44 fields of the flux to the bottom/flux through
the atmosphere-ocean surface ratio are given. The
points, where the ratio exceeds 1, are zones of the
horizontal convergence of PCB – 153. The dynamics
of the above ratio for the Barents Sea area is given in
Fig. 6.45. The ration under consideration continues to
grow even after reduction of emissions.
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Fig.6.43. Dynamics of through the upper
2
surface FAO and to the bottom FOB
flows
averaged over the northern hemisphere

1970

1985

1995

2000

2
/ FAO ratio
Fig.6.44. Flux to the bottom/ flux through the upper surface FOB

2
/ FAO ratio averaged over the area of 70-73 N., 20-40 E (Barents Sea)
Fig.6.45. Dynamics of FOB
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6.11. Experiment on sensitivity to POP arrival with river flux
In the experiment under consideration the changes in γ-HCH concentrations induced by the pollutant
coming with river runoff have been analyzed. According to [Alexeeva et al., 2001] for the northern
hemisphere in 1990-1996 river runoff-driven fluxes of γ-HCH given in Table 6.1 were most significant.
Table 6.1. Arrival of γ-HCH with river runoff
River
Flux, t/y

Ob
26.4

Yenisei
6.42

Lena
0.12

Pechora
1.46

The inter-annual variability of fluxes of γ-HCH were corrected on the basis the γ-HCH emission
dynamics (Fig. 6.6) by multiplying the mean values of the fluxes (Table 6.1) into the correction
coefficients (Table 6.2).

Table 6.2. Correction coefficients for γ-HCH fluxes coming with river runoff
Year
Coefficient

1986-90
1.2

1991
0.8

1992
0.85

1993
0.75

1994
0.7

1995-96
0.6

For the within-year variability of flux dynamics the dependences of river runoff, given in Fig. 3.3 were
used.
Changes in the upper layer concentrations induced by river runoff are given in Fig. 6.46. The γ-HCH
concentration changes most significantly in the Kara Sea and it is in agreement with the relatively
intensive fluxes of γ-HCH coming with waters of Ob and Yenisei (Table 6.1).

1985

1990

1996

Fig.6.46. Difference between concentrations ΔCo in the upper layer, ng/m3
In terms of percentage the concentrations of γ-HCH in the Kara Sea basin increase by 10% and more.
The highest increase (>50%) is recorded near the Ob and Yenisei estuaries (Fig.6.47).
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Fig.6.47. Difference between concentrations ΔCo% in the upper layer, 1999, %
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CONCLUSIONS
In modelling the global ocean dynamics of POPs the following aspects should be taken into account
−

main sources of POPs for the ocean (atmosphere, rivers, sediments);

−

various phases of POP molecules (dissolved molecules, molecules sorbed on POM and
molecules sorbed on DOM);

−

redistributions of POP concentrations in the ocean caused by ocean horizontal and vertical
currents, three-dimension large-scale turbulent diffusion, flux of POPs with the particles
sedimentating in the gravitational field;

−

degradation of POP molecules by various physical-chemical processes (hydrolysis,
photodegradation, biodegradation).

The atmosphere-ocean flux of POPs in Polar regions is shielded by sea ice cover. In sea areas
covered with steady ice POPs enter the ocean not directly from the atmosphere, but together with ice
and snow melting at the ice surface. When there are spaces free of ice POPs frozen in snow are
transported to seawater with snow blowing to open water spaces. For the Arctic the snow blowing
transport of POPs deposited from the atmosphere to ice cover can amount to 25% of the total input to
the ocean through the upper surface.
To describe the concentration field of lipophilic POPs (e.g. PCB-153) values of specific organic
carbon concentrations in the marine environment are required. Three-dimension sets of the POM
concentrations and sedimentation rates have been computed from the model of sedimentation of
particles subjected to coagulation and degradation. The annual cycle of concentrations and particle
rates has been derived from the data on primary productions in the photic layer. Characteristics
obtained for POM are in a qualitative agreement with measurements. Non-uniform distribution of the
POM flow results in the convergence of POP fluxes and growth of POP depositions at the bottom in
the points of increased sedimentation. For the most part such zones are located in coastal fishery
areas.
In the marine environment near the ocean-atmosphere boundary a structure with increased vertical
turbulent diffusion – the upper mixed layer – is considered. When the upper mixed layer is not taken
into account the computed concentrations of POPs can be overestimated several-fold.
For PCB-153 an estimated time of transport by sea currents from the main European sources of
POPs located in northeast areas of the Atlantic to the north coast of Scandinavia is 3-4 years. For a
pollutant with a higher coefficient of degradation (e.g. lindane) the effective rate of transport from the
local source becomes lower. When PCB-153 enters the ocean in mid latitudes near the east coast of
North America it reaches the North Atlantic in 7-10 days. Advective and diffusion transports in the
northern hemisphere tend to increase the POP concentration in eastern regions of the oceans.
With the given formulation of the problem the model of the POP transport in the ocean can not be
applied for computing the POP concentration locally. The typical horizontal resolution of the outcomes
presented is ~50-100 km. The aim of the work under consideration is to build the block of the POP
seawater transport in the multi-compartment model of the POP global transport in the northern
hemisphere [Gusev et al., 2005]. The next step is to develop a sedimentation layer model, adjust the
parameterization of transport in coastal areas and land-locked seas and of photo-and biodegradation.
The important problem that still needs to be addressed is to describe concentrations, content and
properties of organic compounds dissolved in seawater.
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Annex A
COMPUTATION OF SUSPENDED PARTICULATE MATTER
PARAMETERS IN THE GLOBAL OCEAN
A.1. Models of particle sedimentation dynamics
The marine environment contains many various microinclusions in the form suspended particles,
unicellular and multicellular living organisms and their conglomerates. The organic matter is a part of
living organisms and non-living particles of marine (autochtonous) and terrigene (allochthonous)
origin. The terrigene matter enters seawater together with river runoff, atmospheric particles
transported by wind, washout, shelf ice etc. Particles of marine origin containing organic matter result
either from the phytoplankton photosynthesis of dissolved non-organic compounds or are products of
activity of living microorganisms. On entering seawater particles undergo further changes resulting
from coagulation, degradation, absorption etc.
In accordance with the sea water sample analysis technique it is generally agreed that all substances
not able to pass through a ~ 0.5 μm-cell filter are suspended particulate organic matter (POM). POM
may vary in size from fractions of μm to several cm. By its typical size POM can be divided into
several classes given in Table A.1.

Table A.1. Typical size of SOM in the marine environment
Class of POM
Picoplankton, bacteria
Nanoplankton
Phytoplankton, microzooplankton, detritus
Zooplankton, colonies of phytoplankton, detritus
Aggregates, marine snow

Typical size, μm
0.5 - 2
2 - 20
20 - 100
100 - 500
> 500

The density of POM particles depends on their type and duration of their residence in the marine
environment. The most widespread classes of phytoplankton are diatoms and coccolithophora. They
have a mineral shell. When these organisms fade, the organic matter, which has lower density, is
removed from them faster than the shell. The effective density of the particles grows. In coastal zones
and estuaries the density of POM particles can be higher than in open areas if there is a mineral
component of terrigene origin.
In the ocean the organic matter formed by primary producers is transported through the food chain
between various organisms with the highest rate in the photic layer (100-150 m upper layer of the
ocean where the sunlight penetrate). Some of organic matter escapes the photic layer and gravitates
to the bottom of the ocean forming a sedimentation layer (Fig. 4.16).
In the process of the particulate matter sedimentation in the aphotic layer POM forms aggregates. At
the same time particles degrade and the organic carbon content reduces due to activity of bacteria.
Most of the particles as at the initial moment, so in the process of the various reformations have some
organic and non-organic components. Biotransformation of the organic component depends on its
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composition. The organic component has in its turn labile (easily subjected to transformation and
biodegradation) and relatively stable components.
In the ocean, below the photic layer POM particles with the density exceeding the density of the
ocean environment sedimentate to the lower layers being concurrently subjected to coagulation,
disintegration and reduction of the organic carbon content caused by bacteria activity.
Biotransformation of the organic matter in the process of sedimentation is fairly complicated. Organic
particles are taken up and released at various trophic layers, where phyto- and zooplankton are
involved. In the paper under consideration as a first approximation the moving of organic particles
through the trophic chains is considered as distinctive processes of coagulation and degradation with
some parameters typical for such processes.
To compute the concentration of organic particulate matter in the ocean the model of sedimentation
with aggregation and degradation of five classes of particles varying in size was above considered.

A.2. One-dimensional model of sedimentation
For the models of POP transport in the marine environment in the paper under consideration the
following parameterization of the organic matter vertical dynamics (diffusion and vertical advection is
not taken into account) is suggested. In the aphotic layer the suspended matter mass balance can be
described by the equation:
∂V C
∂C
= − s − D ⋅C ,
∂t
∂z

where

(A.1)

t – time;
z – vertical coordinate;
C(z,t) – integral concentration of suspended matter;
Vs(z,t) – effective rate of suspended mater sedimentation;
D(z,t) – effective rate of suspended matter degradation.

It is supposed that there are not mechanisms generating new suspended matter in the aphotic layer.
Mass of suspended particles is distributed between particles of various sizes. Sizes of particles of the
specific class are restricted by rmn and rmx.
In the model a particle consists of three components: non-organic, organic labile and organic stable.
Mass of a particle can be expressed by:
mp = mpno + mpol + mpop,
where

(A.2)

mpno – non-organic component mass;
mpol – labile organic component mass;
mpop – stable organic component;

We introduce the following designations:
co =

m pol + m pop
mp

, col =

m pol
m pol + m pop

.

(A.3)

I.e. co – specific content of organic matter in a particle;
Col - specific content of a labile component in organic matter of a particle.
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On the assumption that densities of labile and stable organic components are similar the effective
concentration of suspended particles can be expressed as follows:
r mx

C( z, t ) =

∫

1

1

∫

∫

v (r ) ρ (r , co , z, t ) n(r , co , col , z, t )dcol dc o dr

r mn

0

(A.4)

0

For the effective flux of mass we have:
r mx

Vs ( z, t ) ⋅ C( z, t ) =

∫

1

1

∫

∫

v (r ) v s (r , co , z, t ) ⋅ ρ (r , co , z, t ) n(r , co , col , z, t )dc ol dco dr
0

r mn

(A.5)

0

The effective degradation is expressed in the following way:
rmx

D( z, t ) ⋅ C( z, t ) =

∫

1

1

∫

∫

v (r ) ρ (r , co , z, t ) d (r , co , col , z, t ) ⋅ n(r , co , col , z, t )dcol dco dr

rmn

0

(A.6)

0

In Eqs.(A.4 – A.6) n(r,co,col,z,t) – specific density of particles of size (r,r + dr) with specific content of
organic component co,co + dco and specific content of labile organic component (col,col + d col);
ρ(r,co,z,t) – specific density of particles; v(r) – volume of a particle with radius r; vs(r,co,z,t) – specific
rate of particle sedimentation; d(r,co,col,z,t) – specific rate of particle degradation in proper ranges r, co
and col.
To compute the variables n, vs, ρ, d a number of models was developed [Burd & Jackson, 2001; 2002;
Armstrong et al., 2002]. In the paper under consideration a coagulation model for particles varying in
size, density and degradation rate with the following equation is suggested:
dn(r , co , col , z.t ) 1
=
dt
2

r

∫ α ( r , r − r ) ⋅ β ( r , r − r ) ⋅ n( r , c , c
1

1

1

1

1

o

ol , z, t ) ⋅ n( r

− r1, co , col , z, t ) ⋅ dr1 −

r mn

rmx

n(r , co , col , z, t ) ⋅

∫ α ( r , r ) ⋅ β ( r , r ) ⋅ n( r , c , c
1

1

1

o

ol , z, t ) ⋅ dr1

−

(A.7)

rmn

∂(v s (r , co , z, t ) ⋅ n(r , co , col , z, t ))
− d (r , co , col , z, t ) ⋅ n(r , co , col z, t )
∂z

The first term in Eq. (A.7) is responsible for a increase of a number of particles within the size class
(r,r + dr) in the aggregation of particles of sizes r1 и r - r1. The second term describes the transition of
particles of the size class (r,r + dr) to the larger-size classes in the process of aggregation with other
particles. The third term takes account of sedimentation flow. The forth term considers degradation of
particles. In the first and second terms β(r,r1) – coefficient of collision of particles of sizes r and r1;
α(r,r1)- probability of particle coagulation in collision. The collision coefficient is described by the
relationship:
β (r1, r2 ) = β Br (r1, r2 ) + β sh (r1, r2 ) + β ds (r1, r2 )
where

(A.8)

βBr(r1,r2) – coefficient of collision for Brownian motion;
βsh(r1,r2) – coefficient of collision for shear flow;
βds(r1,r2) – coefficient of collision for sedimentation.

For the Brownian motion coefficient of collision we have:
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β ( r1, r2 ) = 4π (Df1 + Df2 )(r1 + r2 )
where

(A.9)

Dfi = KbT/6πμri – coefficient of diffusion for a particle with radius ri;
T – absolute temperature;

μ – fluid dynamic viscosity.

The shear flow coefficient of collision is assessed with the help of:
β sh ( r1, r2 ) =

4
γ (r1 + r2 )3
3

(A.10)

where γ – shear velocity gradient.

For the sedimentation coefficient of collision the following expression is possible:
β ds (r1, r2 ) = π (r1 + r2 )2 v s1 − v s 2
where

(A.11)

vs1,vs2 – particle sedimentation rates.

With the given formulation of the problem it is assumed that coefficients of collision do not depend on
the composition of particles.
Rates of particle sedimentation depend on radius of particles r, volumetric radius of particles rv,
density of particles ρ, density of fluid ρfl, viscosity of fluid μ and acceleration of gravity g:
vs =

2g ( ρ − ρfl )rv3
r
9μ

(A.12)

rv, is related to r in the following way:
4π 3
rv = kr F ,
3

where

(A.13)

k – coefficient;
F – fractal size of particles.

For aggregates sedimentating in the marine environment F varies from 1.8 to 2.25 [Johnson et al.,
1996].
Coefficient k for a spherical particles can be derived from the following expression:
k = (3 / 5)−F / 2 ( 4 / 3)πrv3 − F

(A.14)

Bulk content of organic carbon in a unit of the marine environment volume fpoc and bulk rate of organic
carbon sedimentation vsd required for the POP transport problems can be computed from the
expressions given below provided that the values of n,p,vs and co are known:
r mx

f poc =

∫

r mn
r mx

v sd =

∫

r mn

1

∫

1

∫

v (r ) co ⋅ ρ (r , co , z, t ) n(r , co , col , z, t )dcol dco dr ,
0

(A.15)

0

1

1

∫

∫

v ( r ) co ⋅ ρ ( r , co , z, t ) ⋅ v s ( r , co , z, t ) n( r , co , col , z, t )dcol dco dr
0

0

(A.16)

f poc
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A.3. One-dimensional sedimentation model numerical experiments
The problem was numerically solved by dividing a totality of sedimentating particles into 5 size
classes as indicated in Table A.1. At the upper boundary of the aphotic layer a constant flow of
suspended matter mass was set on a percentage basis for each class: 5%, 40%, 40%, 15%, 0%
[Shukshina et al., 2000]. The initial values of co and col depended on the intensity of the organic matter
flow from the photic layer. As the intensity of the flow increased (in proportion to the productivity of a
region) co и col also increased in accordance with the following expressions:
c0 = min( 0.99, 0.9 +

where

ep
ep
) , c0 l = min( 0.7, 0.3 +
)
500
500

(A.17)

ep – intensity of flow, g OC/m2/y.

Eq. (A.7) for a discrete set of suspended matter size classes was solved in such a way that the total
mass of suspended particles conserved in aggregation and degradation.
For the mean values of ep ~ 10-20 [g OC/m2/y] under the steady quasi-stationary state the
dependence of the organic carbon flow on depth:
r mx

Fpoc =

∫

1

∫

1

∫

v (r ) co ⋅ ρ (r , co , z, t ) ⋅ v s (r , co , z, t ) n(r , co , col , z, t )dcol dco dr

r mn

0

(A.18)

0

is shown in Fig.A.1.

Fig. A.1 Profile of the organic carbon flow for the
one-dimensional model

Fig.A.2. Profile of the effective rate of particle
sedimentation for the one-dimensional model

The profile obtained is similar to those obtained by some other authors [Boyd and Stevens, 2002;
Usbeck, 1999]. Fig.A 2 gives the profile of the effective rate vsd of particle sedimentation. The increase
of the effective rate is confirmed by observations [Berelson, 2002] and numerical experiments [Boyd
and Stevens, 2002].
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A.4. Three-dimensional particle sedimentation model
For calculation of parameters of a dynamic field of organic carbon in suspended particles necessary
at modelling of global distribution POP the system of the equations of three-dimensional dynamics of
the suspended particles in aphotic zone of world ocean has been constructed. The equation of the
particle vertical dynamics determined by Eq. (A.7) was supplemented by the differential system of 3D
advection and nonuniform turbulent diffusion.
∂
∂n
∂
∂n
∂
∂n
Dn
=
(Dth
)+
(Dth
)+
(Dtv
),
∂z
∂z
Dt R cos(ϕ )∂λ
R cos(ϕ )∂λ
R∂ϕ
R∂ϕ

(A.19)

D⋅ ∂⋅
∂⋅
∂⋅
∂⋅
=
+u
+v
+w
Dt ∂t
R cos(ϕ )∂λ
R∂ϕ
∂z
where

ϕ – latitude;
λ – longitude;
R – earth radius;
u,v,w – components of water environment velocity;
Dth,Dtv – turbulent diffusion coefficients for horizontal and vertical directions respectively.

The fields of the variables u,v,w и Dth,Dtv coincided with similar fields used in computation of the POP
dynamics

A.5. Three-dimensional model numerical experiments
The numerical experiments based on the model of dynamic fields of the organic carbon content in
suspended particles were carried out for the northern hemisphere. Model grid horizontal and vertical
resolution was selected by analogy with the POP seawater transport model [Malanichev et al., 2002],
i.e 1.25º x 1.25º horizontal angular resolution grid non-uniform near the pole with 15 vertical layers in
depth.
The flow of organic carbon beyond the photic layer is determined by primary productions in the photic
layer. The parameterization of the flow includes a value of water temperature [Behrenfeld and
Falkowski, 1997; Gnanadesikan et al., 2002] (Fig. 4.17).
Fpoc = α (T ) ⋅ PP ,
where

(A.20)

PP – primary product in the photic layer, g OС/m2/y;

α(T) – temperature-dependent coefficient.

The annual cycle of the primary product value for the northern hemisphere can be taken from the
Website of the Institute of Marine and Coastal Sciences (http://marine.rutgers.edu
/opp/Database/DB.html). Daily primary productions data were interpolated to the computation grid of
the problem under consideration. The field of the mean annual primary product for the northern
hemisphere is given in Fig.4.17.
Since satellite data in the Arctic region were of inadequate accuracy satellite values of primary
productions were supplemented by parameterizations of Eqs (4.17, 4.18).
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The annual cycle of suspended particle concentrations was computed during several consecutive
years to eliminate the influence of zero initial values. As a result the dynamic 3-D fields of effective
concentrations and flows of organic carbon for the northern hemisphere were obtained. In Fig.A.3 the
computed field of the annual organic carbon flow to the bottom of the ocean is given. The organic
carbon flow to the bottom of the ocean is more intensive in coastal areas. It is confirmed by a large
body of research [Ittekkot, 1996; Usbeck, 1999].

Fig.A.4 Field of mean annual organic carbon flow
computed by the model, vertical meridian cross-section,
20°W, mmol OС/m2/y

Fig. A.3. Field of mean annual organic carbon flow to
the bottom of the ocean computed by the model, mmol
OС/m2/y

Fig. A.4 gives a vertical cross-section of the organic
carbon flow field for the 23° W meridian. Exponential
damping of the flow with depth similar to that
mentioned for the one-dimensional model can be
noted (Fig.A.2). The comparison of the computed
organic carbon flow to the bottom of the ocean in the
North Atlantic with data of measurements (Figs.
4.21, 4.22) allows make the conclusion on the
qualitative agreement between model outcomes and
measurements.
Fig. A.5. Computed mean annual particle flows for
various regions, mg/m2/day

Fig. A.6. Measured mean annual particle flows [Lutz et al, 2002]
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Computed and measured profiles of the organic carbon flows for some specific areas of the global
ocean are also in fairly good agreement.
In models of the POP transport in the marine environment besides the values of the flow of organic
carbon the knowledge of organic matter concentration in the medium is necessary. By values of
organic concentrations the redistribution of POP phases is computed (Eqs. (2.5), (2.7)). Figs. A.7, A.8
gives examples of typical values for the organic carbon concentration in the surface and deep-sea
layers

Fig.A.7. Field of mean annual concentration of
organic carbon in the upper layer of the ocean
computed by the model g OС/m3

Fig.A.8. Field of mean annual concentration of
organic carbon computed by the model, vertical
meridian cross-section, 20°W, g OС/m3

Fig.A.9. Field of mean annual value of coefficient Koc⋅
fpoc for PCB-153 computed by the model

Fig.A.10. Field of mean annual value of coefficient
Koc⋅ fpoc for PCB-153 computed by the model, vertical
meridian cross-section, 20°W

The corresponding fields of the coefficients of proportionality Kpoc ⋅ fpoc between particulate and
dissolved phases Eq.(2.6) for PCB-153 at Kpoc~ 3500 m3/kg are shown in Figs.A.9, A.10.
The computed values of organic carbon concentrations and flows in the ocean certainly cannot be
applied for specific sea areas, described by specific parameters affecting the organic carbon
dynamics processes. However the obtained 3-D sets of suspended particle characteristics including
the annual cycle data can be applied for modeling the global POP distribution in the environment.
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Annex B

SEA ICE POP TRANSPORT MODEL
Vast areas of the ocean are covered with sea ice. In Polar Regions Sea ice has a significant impact
on distribution of POPs (Fig. 3.6, 4.27).
Addressing the POP transport problems it should be taken into account that sea ice serves as a
shield for the atmosphere-ocean fluxes of POPs. At the same time POPs can be accumulated in ice
and in snow cover at the ice surface. At the upper boundary of ice cover the POP ice-snow –
atmosphere exchange takes place. In the process of ice and snow melting, ice congelation at the
lower boundary of ice cover, ice formation at the ice-free water surface POPs can move from ice
cover to sea water and back. Pollutants frozen in ice and contained in snow cover can be transported
with sea ice drift. POPs deposited to snow cover can be transported with snow blown by strong wind.
POP fluxes to the sea surface partly covered with sea ice can be divided into the following groups:
atmosphere – ocean flux through the ice-free sea surface; atmosphere – snow on ice (snow cover at
the sea ice upper surface) flux; atmosphere – sea ice upper surface flux; sea ice – ocean flux; snow
cover – ocean flux (Fig. 3.7).
Below the expressions for these fluxes are given:
- atmosphere – ocean flux through the ice-free sea surface:
1
1
2
2
FAIO = (FAOd
+ FAw
+ FAd
+ FAw
)(1 − s ic )

where

(B.1.)

1
FAOd
– POP atmosphere – ocean gas phase flux in the process of gas exchange through the sea surface;
1
FAw
– gas phase atmosphere – ocean flux with atmospheric precipitation;
2
FAd
– particulate phase atmosphere - ocean flux with dry deposition of atmospheric particles;
2
FAw
– particulate phase atmosphere ocean flux with atmospheric particles contained in precipitation;

sic – ice compactness, i.e. specific relative area of the sea surface covered with ice.

- atmosphere – snow on ice flux:
1
1
2
2
FAS = FASd
+ (FAw
+ FAw
+ FAd
)s is ss ,

where

at hs > 0,

(B.2)

1
1
(Ca1 ,Csurf ) – POP atmosphere – snow cover gas phase flux in the process of gas exchange
FASd
= FASd

through the snow surface;
Ca1 – gas phase concentration in the atmosphere;
Csurf – effective concentration of POPs at the snow surface;
hs – snow depth;
ss – specific snow area at the ice surface.

- snow cover – ocean flux:
⎞
⎛ dh
i
FSOt
= Csi sic ss ⎜ − s + ksb (1 − sic ) ⎟ ,
dt
⎠
⎝

(B.3)
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k sb =

2
v ss
ρ0
2u10 ρ s

k sb = 0

where

u10 > 6.975 + 0.0033(Ts − 245.88 )2
u10 ≤ 6.975 + 0.0033(Ts − 245.88 )

,

2

u10 – module of wind speed at the reference height;
vss – rate of sedimentation of snow particles raised by wind near the land surface

ρ0 – specific density of snow particles in the unit of air volume near the land surface;
ρs – snow density;
Ts – snow surface temperature.

- atmosphere – sea ice upper surface flux
FAIi = FAi s ic (1 − ss )

(B.4)

- sea ice – ocean flux:
FIOi = −C ici s i

where:

dhit
i
,
+ FIOb
dt

i
FIOb
= {0,−Co2

i
FIOb
= −C ici

d (s ic hib )
}
dt

d (s ic hib )
dt

(B.5)

d (s ic hib )
<0
dt
d (s ic hib )
≥0,
dt

dhib
– change of ice depth with melting/congelation at the lower boundary of ice (positive value with congelation).
dt

Expression (B.5) is derived on the assumption that with ice congelation at the lower surface the POP
dissolved phase does not enter the newly-formed ice (effect of “freezing-out”). POPs on particles in
sea water move to the newly-formed ice together with the particles. The existence of organic particles
frozen in ice with adsorbed POP molecules is confirmed by many observations [Pfirman et al., 1995].
Expressions for the components of the POP atmosphere – ocean surface flux (B.1) in the paper under
consideration are not discussed, the values of Fodg , Fwg , Fdp , Fwp are considered to be preset.
1
For the POP snow – atmosphere gas phase flux ( FASd
in Expression (B.2)) the following expression is

considered:
1
FASd
=

Here

(Ca1 − Csurf )
ra + rsurf

(B.6)

ra –atmospheric layer flow resistance
rsurf =

hs
, Csurf = Cs
;
4/3
rsn
2φsn
Dg

Dg – coefficient of POP gas molecular diffusion;

φ=

ρw − ρ s
– snow porosity;
ρw

ρw – water density.
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1
Expression for FASd
is similar to that for the POP atmosphere – soil flux [Pekar et al., 1998]. The

coefficient rsn in the relationship for Csurf is expressed through snow porosity, snow density, specific
area of snow crystals surface Ssc and coefficient of equilibrium between gas and surface phases
(phase adsorbed on the surface of ice crystals) Kia [Koziol and Pudykiewicz, 2001].
rsn = φ + ρ sn Ssc K ia

(B.7)

Values of Kia are related to values of POP water solubility CW, Henry’s law constant H and snow
temperature:
log( k k K ia ) = 0.769 ⋅ log( k cw CW ) − 5.966 − log(H (Ts )) ,

where

(B.8)

kk, 1/m, kcw, m3/mole – size coefficients.

The coefficient ksb of intensity of snow blowing to open water spaces in (B.3) can be derived from the
parameterization of wind-driven snow transport in the surface layer [Déry and Yau, 1999; Xiao et al.,
2000; Déry et al., 1998]. When wind is fairly strong snow particles are raised from snow cover
together with the “frozen-in” POP molecules and transported by wind. (Fig. 3.8). The minimum wind
speed required to raise snow particles is assessed in [Déry and Yau, 1999] as:
u10 = u0 + 0.0033(Tsn − 245.88)2 ,
where

(B.9)

u0 = 6.975 m/sec.

Specific density of snow particles blown by wind decreases with height (Fig. B.1). This profile of
density results from the solution of the differential system describing the processes of vertical
turbulent diffusion, sedimentation and sublimation of snow particles in the surface air.
Sedimentation rates of snow particles depending on their diameters are shown in Fig.B.2.

Fig.B.1. Specific density of snow particles (snow mass
in a cubic meter of air) at various heights in the surface
air for medium wind speeds (~15 m/s) [Déry et al., 1998;
Xiao et al, 2000]

Fig. B.2. Sedimentation rates of snow particles
depending on their diameter [Déry et al., 1998]

We consider the process of sedimentation of snow
particles from the surface layer to the open water spaces
in a grid with a fairly large area S. Without loss of
generality we assume that a number of open water
spaces depends on their size as is shown in Fig. B.3.
The dependence is expressed as follows:
Fig. B.3. Model dependence of a number
of open water spaces on their size
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nm
⎧
l
l ≤ xm
⎪⎪
xm
n( l ) = ⎨
,
⎪nm (2 − l ) l > x m
⎪⎩
xm
where

(B.10)

l linear size of an open water space.

If the width of open water spaces (across the wind direction) equals their length (along the wind
direction) sedimentation of snow blown to the surface of these spaces can be expressed as:
2 xm

v ss
l
u10

0

0

∫ (n(l ) ∫ ρ (h)dh)dl ,

F = v ss

where

(B.11)

vss – rate of snow particle sedimentation (assumed to be constant);

ρ(h) – specific density of snow particles over the surface of open water spaces;
u10 – wind speed module.

At that the flux directed across the wind direction is assumed to be uniform. We express the total area
of open water spaces in the grid with area S and ice compactness sic through parameters of
Eq.(B.10). We have:
2 xm

S(1 − s ic ) =

∫ n(l )ldl = n

2
m xm

(B.12)

0

In this case the area specific intensity of flow f will be expressed as:

F v (1 − s ic )
f = = ss
S
nm x m2

where

g =h

u10

ν ss l

v ss
l
u10

2 xm

∫
0

( n( l )

∫

ρ (h )dh )dl =

0

2
v ss
(1 − s ic )
nm x m2 u10

2 xm

∫
0

1

∫

(n(l )l ρ ' (g )dg )dl ,

(B.13)

0

.

With the wind speed u10 < 100 m/s and typical size of open
water spaces > 1 m the snow mixture density integral taken
1

over height

∫ ρ (g )dg can be assessed by the expression Csbρ0,
'

0

where ρo – specific density of snow suspended particles in the
surface layer, and Csb ~ 0.035-0.037 (Fig. B.4). In this case the
dependence
ρ ' (g ) = ρ (g

ν ss
u10

ρ ' (g )

is

assessed

by

the

expression

l ) = ρ (h ) and corresponds to the plot given in

Fig.B.1.

Fig.B4. Dependence of the area specific
snow mixture density integral taken over
height on height of the upper boundary

Substitution of Expression (B.10) into Eq.(B.13) gives:
f ~ Csb

2
(1 − s ic ) ρ 0
v ss
u10 ρ s

(B.14)
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In this case for the coefficient ksb in Eq. (B.3) we have:
k sb ~ Csb

2
ρ0
v ss
u10 ρ sn

(B.15)

In the snow-ice environment POP molecules can be in a gas phase in snow pores, absorbed at the
surface of ice crystals (surface phase), incorporated into organic particles contained in the snow-ice
environment (particulate phase), dissolved in water if there is water in snow and ice.
In a first approximation we assume the following simplifications:
−

equilibrium between the POP gas and surface phase concentrations is established
instantaneously ,

−

POP molecules incorporated into particles in the snow-ice environment do not interact with
other POP phases,

−

snow and ice of sea ice cover do not become soaked with water, i.e., the water POP phase is
not considered.

The POP mass balance in the snow-ice environment can be considered separately for surface and
particulate phases. The balance equation for snow should include terms describing the following
processes:
−

flux from the atmosphere with precipitation and dry deposition of atmospheric particles,

−

atmosphere gas phase exchange,

−

flux to the ocean with ice melting,

−

flux to ocean with wind-driven snow transport to open water spaces,

−

advective transport with sea ice drift,

−

advective wind transport of POPs in snow,

−

destruction of POP molecules (photodegradation, hydrolysis).

For the ice environment members of the mass balance equation should describe the following
processes:
−

flux from the atmosphere with precipitation and dry deposition of atmospheric particles,

−

flux to the ocean with ice melting at the upper and lower boundaries,

−

flux from the ocean with ice congelation at the lower boundary.

−

advective transport with sea ice drift,

−

destruction of POP molecules (photodegradation, hydrolysis).

The advective transport together with sea ice drift is described by the field of horizontal velocities of
ice cover (ui,vi). The advective wind transport of POPs from the snow surface upper layers in a first
approximation can be parameterized with the linear dependence between transport rate and surface
wind speed. In [Déry et al., 1998] the dependence of the specific snow mass transport rate integrated
over height is given.
In a linear approximation of this dependence the snow cover height specific rate of the POP flux can
be expressed as:
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r
r
k u
Fsw = sw 10 cs ,
ρs hs
where

(B.16)

ksw – coefficient of proportionality in the linearized
dependence shown in Fig. B.5;
r
u10 – vector of surface wind speed.

In Expression (B.16) a threshold speed (B.9) should be
taken into account.
Complete equations of balance between the POP surface
and particulate phase masses for the snow environment
will be as follows on the assumption of uniformity of
concentration in a thickness of a snow:

Fig. B.5 Dependence between snow
transport rate and surface wind speed
[Déry et al., 1998]

∂(sic ssCsi )
∂
∂
k
∂
Ci
∂
Ci
i
+ ui
(sic ssCsi ) +v i
(sic ssCsn
) + sw ( (ua sic ss s ) + (v a sic ss s )) = −d si Csi ,
ρ s ∂x
∂t
∂x
∂y
hs ∂x
hs

where

(B.17)

d si – coefficients of degradation for the surface and particulate phases respectively;
(ua, va) – components of wind speed near the surface.

The balance between the POP surface and particulate phase masses can be expressed by the
following differential equation:
∂(sicCici )
∂h ∂Cici
r r
+ (u ic ⋅ ∇ )(sicCici ) + sic ib
= −s ic d ici ⋅ Cici
∂t
∂t ∂z

(B.18)

Eqs (B.17) – (B.18) together with Expressions (B.1) – (B.6) were approximated by the difference
schemes in spherical coordinates across a snow layer and n ice layers of the same depth. The explicit
scheme for time steps, “upwind” method for advective members of equations and method of splitting
by physical processes were used. The following fields of values were considered to be preset: sic - ice
compactness; ss - snow compactness; (ui,vi) - ice drift velocity; (ua,va) - surface wind speed; Ts - snow
temperature; hs - snow depth; hic - ice depth; Ca1 - concentration of the POP gas phase in the lower
1
2
layer of the atmosphere; FAw
- rate of the gas phase flux with precipitation; FAw
- rate of particulate
2
phase flux with precipitation; FAd
- rate of the particulate phase flux with dry deposition; dhs/dt - rate of

snow melting; dhit/dt - rate of snow melting at the upper surface; dhib/dt - rate of ice
melting/congelation at the lower surface; Co2 - concentration of the POP particulate phase in the upper
layer of the ocean; Co1 - concentration of the POP dissolved phase in the upper layer of the ocean.
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Annex C
COMPARISON WITH MEASUREMENTS
The computed data for the PCB-153 concentration in the marine environment (REAL-PCB) were
compared with measurements (Table C.1). In the table under the “Model” column mean annual
computed data for the surface layer are given. As a rule, calculation data are differed from those
measured not more, than by an order. The deviations of calculated data can be explained by the
sufficiently high degree of averaging in the model calculations (whereas measurements normally are
performed locally under specific hydrometeorological conditions), shortcomings of the model and
measurement errors. E.g. it is well known [AMAP Assessment 2002, 2004], that PCB-153
concentrations in sea water can be distorted by the lab equipment and floating craft used in
measurements. In view of these remarks the model adequately enough reflects measurements PCB153 in seawaters.

Table C.1. Comparison of PCB-153 concentrations measured in the surface layer of the ocean with the model
outputs, ng/m3
Year

Region

Latitude Longitude Average

Dispersion

Model

Model/
Measurement

4.5

0.3

1.14
1.24

0.84
0.92

1985

Norwegian Sea

70

340

15

1986

Atlantic Ocean, north area

30
30

320
340

1.35
1.35

1988

North Sea

50

0

4.77

13.73

2.88

1989
1989
1989
1990

Gulf of Mexico
Caribbean Sea
Atlantic Ocean, north area
Pacific Ocean

1990

Bering Sea

1990

Chuckchee Sea

1992

Atlantic Ocean, north area

1992

Barents Sea

1992

Pechora Sea

10
10
30
30
50
50
50
70
70
30
30
70
70
70

260
280
320
180
160
180
200
180
200
320
340
20
30
50

1.29
1.45
2.1
1.35
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.25
0.25
0.2
0.2
1.14
71.5
16.5

0.31
0.5
0.78
0.49
1.82
1.67
1,42
2.32
1.94
0.53
0.67
3.54
3.86
4.29

0.24
0.34
0.37
0.36
5.06
4.64
3.94
9.28
7.76
2.65
3.35
3.11
0.05
0.26

1992

Atlantic Ocean, north area

50

340

0.2

1.70

8.50

1995

Sea of Japan

1996

Barents Sea

132
20
40
50
200

0.325
6.7
6.7
6.7
1.26

1
3
3
3
1

0.72
2.53
2.98
3.34
1.03

2.22
0.38
0.44
0.50
0.82

300

5.8

5

1.12

0.19

3
3

98
23

1998

Chuckchee Sea

40
70
70
70
70

1998

Baffin Bay, north area

70

1999

Beaufort Sea
Beaufort Sea, southeastern
area

70

200

5.8

9

0.97

0.17

70

220

3.9

1

1.23

0.32

1999

References
AMAP Assessment
Report, 1998
Broman and
Axelman, 1992
Schulz-Bull et al.,
1991
Broman and
Axelman, 1992

Iwata et al., 1993

Broman and
Axelman, 1992
AMAP Assessment
Report, 1998
Broman and
Axelman, 1992
Kannan et al., 1998
Bidleman et al.,
2003
AMAP Assessment
2002, 2004
Bidleman et al., 2003
AMAP Assessment
2002, 2004

Measurements of PCB-153 concentrations given in [Schulz-Bull et al., 1998] differ from similar
measurements significantly. Table C.2 provides values of PCB-153 measurements used in the paper
under consideration and relevant values computed by the model. Under the “Model” column
computed data obtained with the standard coefficient of equilibrium of the PCB-153 free and sorbed
on POM phases for Kpoc= 3.257·103 [m3/kg CO] are given. Under the “Model1” column the respective
values were obtained with Kpoc = 3.257·105 [m3/kg CO], i.e. the coefficient of the organic carbon/water
equilibrium was increase by two orders towards higher lipophilicity of PCB-153. It resulted in the fact
that the computed concentrations of PCB-153 became closer to the measurement data from Schulz-
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Bull et al., 1998]. Under the “Model2” column the respective concentrations with Kpoc increased by one
more order are presented: Kpoc= 3.257·106 [m3/kg CO]. In this case deviations of the measured
dissolved phase concentration are opposite in sign, i.e. with values of Kpoc between 3.257·105 and
3.257·106 measured and computed concentrations can be similar. As for the particulate phase,
normally the computed concentration is lower compared to the measured one.

Table C2. Comparison of PCB-153 concentrations measured in seawater of the North Atlantic in AugustSeptember 1993 [Schulz-Bull et al., 1998] with computed data, pg/m3
Region

Latitude Longitude

Depth,
Average Model
m
194

Strait of
Faeroes

61.43

351.6

494
714
300

Greenland
Sea

68.2

Norwegian
Sea

61.43

Irminger
Sea

63.67

337.33
870
353.8

327

180
1970
50
100
1500
2450

60
73
9
100
14
64
22
191
6
35
14
1200
110
420
64
42
52

2160
16
1 934
2
1 897
2
1 565
2
884
0.03
2 754
13
0.05
372
352
2
2

Model1/ Model2/
Model/
Model1 Model2 measure- measure- measurements
ments
ments
62
0.64
36.00
1.03
0.01
46
48
0.22
0.63
0.66
52
0.57
214.89
5.78
0.06
4
4.85
0.02
0.04
0.05
70
0.53
135.50
5.00
0.04
6
4.6
0.03
0.09
0.07
427
3.4
71.14
19.41
0.15
54
112.3
0.01
0.28
0.59
493
1.47
147.33
82.17
0.25
2
8.37
0.00
0.06
0.24
47
0.8
196.71
3.36
0.06
22
57.24
0.01
0.02
0.05
7
3.09
0.00
0.06
0.03
379
295
0.89
0.90
0.70
284
172.5
5.50
4.44
2.70
23
5.5
0.05
0.55
0.13
20
7.1
0.04
0.38
0.14

Phase
dissolved
sorbed
dissolved
sorbed
dissolved
sorbed
dissolved
sorbed
dissolved
sorbed
dissolved
sorbed
sorbed
sorbed
sorbed
sorbed
sorbed

The increase of Kpoc is also supported by the comparison of the total (for all phases) PCB-153
concentration model data with measurements given in [Sobek and Gustafsson, 2004] (Table C3).
With Kpoc = 3.257·106 (Model2) computations are in good agreement with measurements (Fig. C1).
Besides with such values of Kpoc PCB-153 concentration tends to decrease with latitude. It was noted
in the paper mentioned above. With the initial values of Kpoc = 3.257·103 (Model) such tendency is not
noted.
Table C3. Comparison of PCB-153 concentrations measured in seawater of the Norwegian Sea and central part
of the Arctic in July-August 2001 [Sobek and Gustafsson, 2004] with computed data, pg/m3
Latitude
62.1
66.43
71.38
77.49
78.2
80.31
81.2
82.3
85.11
88.57
87.59
87.55

Longitude
4.56
10.3
8.2
29.5
27.1
11.5
24.2
25.5
38.3
1.1
69.4
154.1

Measurements
357
366
250
323
162
228
56
74
30
47
47
12

Model

Model2

1702
1516
1621
3345
3677
2684
3686
3706
3590
2573
2938
2742

508
271
239
179
237
129
128
113
89
71
92
68
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Concentration, fg/L

4000
3500
3000
2500
2000

Measurements
Model
Model2

1500
1000
500
0
1

2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Measurement's number

Fig. C1. Comparison of PCB-153 concentrations measured in seawater of the Norwegian Sea and central part
of the Arctic in July-August 2001 [Sobek and Gustafsson, 2004] with computed data, pg/m3

The comparison of computed γ-HCH concentrations (REAL-HCH) with some measurements in the
marine environment are given in Table C4. In the Arctic calculated concentrations are normally 2-5
times lower that measured ones. May be it is due to the fact that the arrival of γ-HCH with river flow
was not taken into account under the experiment.

Table C4. Comparison of γ-HCH concentrations measured in the surface layer of the ocean with computed
data, ng/m3
Year

Region

1985

Norwegian Sea

1990

Bering Sea

70

340

380

43.79

Model/
Measurements
0.12

50

160

190

117.78

0.62

Latitude Longitude Average

Dispersion

Model

50

180

190

134..32

0.71

50

200

190

113.86

0.60

72

180

180

109.56

0.61

72

200

180

93.61

0.52

Barents Sea

72

20

120

36

228.14

1.90

Pechora Sea

72

40

320

540

205.82

0.64

1993

Bering Sea

50

200

430

87.46

0.20

1994

Kara Sea

72

80

380

290

168.58

0.44

75

90

165

330

150.56

0.91

72

180

550

400

82.46

0.15

72

200

550

400

70.94

0.13

70

340

219

114.50

0.52

70

0

243.5

198.41

0.81

72

200

1055

230

70.94

0.07

72

220

1140

75

78.81

0.07

1990

Chuckchee Sea

1992
1992

1998
1999
1999
1999
1999

Chuckchee Sea
Greenland Sea
West region
Greenland Sea
East region
Beaufort Sea,
southwestern area
Beaufort Sea,
southeastern area
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Annex D
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SYSTEM FOR DISTRIBUTION OF POPs
IN THE GLOBAL OCEAN
Below the summarized equation system for distribution of POPs in the marine environment, sea ice
cover, snow on ice cover and sedimentation layer at the bottom of the ocean is given.

D.1. Marine environment
•

equation of POP transport
r r
r
r i
r
r
∂Coi
+ (U ⋅ ∇ )Coi + (Usd ⋅ ∇ )Cosd
= ∇ ⋅ ( Dt ⋅ ∇Coi ) + Foi
∂t

•

distributed sources/sinks of POPs for the marine environment
Foi = −d oi Coi

•

degradation coefficients for the marine environment

d oi

•

i
aog
e

=

−

i
bog
E ai

RTo

+ (1 −

i
sic )aop
I λ 0e − μ o z e

−

i
bop
E ai

RTo

+

bi
− ob
i
aob e To

POP fluxes to the marine environment
•

POP fluxes from the atmosphere to the marine environment
•

POP gas phase fluxes from the atmosphere to the marine environment

1
FAIO
= (1 − sic )(

Ca1 / K H − Co1
+ FA1 )
r

r = ra + rs + rw
•

rs = 1/ α1 ((1 - α 2 ) Dw / Zw + α 2 K H h sp )

rw =

hmix
2Dvt

Zw = 40 exp( −0.15u10 )

α1 = 1.75 − 0.75 exp(−0.18u10 )
α 2 = min(1. − exp( −0.01u10 ),0.8)
KH =

kH H
RTo
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log(H ) = −

•

ΔH AW
+ const
RTo

POP particulate phase fluxes from the atmosphere to the marine environment
2
FAIO
= (1 − sic )FA2

•

POP fluxes from ice cover to the marine environment
•

POP dissolved phase fluxes from ice cover to the marine environment
1
1
1
FIO
= FIOt
+ FIOb

1
= −Cic1 si
FIOt

1
FIOb
= −Cic1
1
FIOb
= 0,

•

dhit
dt

d (sic hib ) dhib
,
<0
dt
dt

dhib
≥0
dt

particulate phase fluxes from ice cover to the marine environment
2
2
FIO2 = FIOt
+ FIOb

2
FIOt
= −Cic2 si

dhit
dt

d (sic hib ) dhib
,
<0
dt
dt
d (sic hib ) dhib
= −Co2
,
≥0
dt
dt

2
FIOb
= −Cic2
2
FIOb

•

POP fluxes from snow at the ice cover upper surface
i
i
i
FSO
= FSOt
+ FSOw

i
FSOt
= −Csi sic ss

dhs
dt

i
FSOw
= k sb sic ss (1 − sic )Csi ,

k sb = Csb

2
v ss
ρ0
u10 ρ s

k sb = 0

u10 > 6.975 + 0.0033(Ts − 245.88)2
u10 ≤ 6.975 + 0.0033(Ts − 245.88)2

Csb ~ 0.035

•

POP fluxes from the sedimentation layer to the marine environment
•

POP dissolved phase fluxes from the sedimentation layer to the marine environment
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1
=
FBO

Cb /(1 + K sdp + K sdd ) − Co1
rb

rb = rbo + rbs

•

rbo =

Dbv
2hb

rbs =

Dse
2hsd

Dse =

DMθ s
fs
(1 − θ s )( ρs − ρw )K sdp + θ s

POP particulate phase fluxes from the sedimentation layer to the marine environment
2
FBO
=

Fss =

Cb2Fss ρ p
fspoc

ρsd d sd
6.34a

exp(−

τ b = ρw Dbt (

•

∂u
∂z

0.27( ρsd − ρw )gd sd

ητ b

z =H o

)2 + (

∂v
∂z

z =Ho

)w b

)2

POP sorbed on DOM phase fluxes from the sedimentation layer to the marine environment
3
=
FBO

•

− Co2w b

CbK sdd /(1 + K sdp + K sdd ) − Co3
rb

POP fluxes from river runoff to the marine environment
i
FRO
=

NR

∑ IR (t )δ ( x − x , y − y
i
k

k

k)

k =1

•

phase equilibrium equations for the marine environment
Co2 = K poc ⋅ fpoc ⋅ Co1
Co3 = K doc ⋅ fdoc ⋅ Co1
fdoc = max(K pdc fdoc , fdoc min )
K poc = k powo K ow
K doc = k dowo K ow
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K ow = K ow (Tref )e

−

ΔH OA + ΔH AW 1
1
(
−
)
To Tref
2.303 R

D.2. Ice cover
•

equations of POP transport for ice cover
∂h ∂Cici
∂(sicCici )
r r
= −sic d ici ⋅ Cici
+ (uic ⋅ ∇)(sicCici ) + sic ib
∂t ∂z
∂t

•

distributed sources/sinks of POPs for ice cover
Fici = −d ici Cici

•

degradation coefficients for ice cover

d ici

•

=

i
aicg
e

−

i
bicg
E ai

RT ic

+

i
aicp
I λ 0e − μ ic z e

−

i
bicp
E ai

RTic

POP fluxes for ice cover
•

POP fluxes from the atmosphere to ice cover
FAIi = FAi sic (1 − ss )

D.3. Snow on ice
•

equation for POP transport for snow on ice
r
∂(sic ssCsi )
k r u s s Ci
r r
+ (u ic ⋅ ∇ )(sic ssCsi ) + sw ∇ ⋅ ( 10 ic s s ) = −ss sic d si Csi − k sb (1 − sic )ssCsi
ρs
∂t
hs

•

distributed sources/sinks for snow on ice
Fsi = −dsi Csi
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•

degradations coefficients for snow on ice

d si

•

=

i
asg
e

−

i
bsg
E ai

+

RT

i
asp
Iλ 0e − μ s z e

−

i
bisp
E ai

RT

POP fluxes for snow on ice
•

POP fluxes from the atmosphere to snow on ice
•

POP dissolved phase fluxes from the atmosphere to snow on ice

1
FAS
= sic ss (

Ca1 − Csurf
+ FA1 )
ra + rsurf

rsurf =

hs
2φs4 / 3Dg

Csurf =

Cs1
φ + ρ s Ss K ia

log( k k K ia ) = 0.769 ⋅ log( kcw CW ) − 5.966 − log(H (Ts ))

•

POP particulate phases fluxes from the atmosphere to snow on ice
2
FAS
= FA2sic ss

D.4. Sedimentation layer
•

balance equation for the sedimentation layer
3

∂Cb
=
∂t

•

∑

d bi Cbi

−

i =1

∑F

i
BO

i =1

hsd

degradation coefficients for the sedimentation layer

d bi

•

i =3

=

i
abg
e

−

i
bbg
E ai

RTb

+

bi
− bb
i
abb e Tb

equation of phase equilibrium for the sedimentation layer
Cb2 = K pocb ⋅ fspoc ⋅ Cb1
Cb3 = K docb ⋅ fsdoc ⋅ Cb1
K pocb = k powb K ow
K docb = k dowb K ow
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D.5. Notations
Coi = {Co1 ,Co2 ,Co3 } - specific concentrations per unit of the marine environment volume of the POP dissolved, sorbed on
3

POM and sorbed on DOM phases respectively, kg/m
r
U = {u,v ,w } - components of marine current velocities, m/s
r
Usd = {0,0,w sed } - components of rate of POM particles sedimentation, m/s

Dth
Dt = 0
0

0
Dth
0

0
2
0 - tensor of the turbulent diffusion coefficients, m /s
Dtv

Foi = {Fo1, Fo2 , Fo3 } - intensity of the POP distributed sources/sinks in the marine environment, kg/m2/s
d oi = {d o1 , d o2 , d o3 } - rates of degradation in the marine environment of the POP dissolved, sorbed on POM and sorbed
on DOM phases respectively, 1/s
i
1
2
3
aog
= {aog
, aog
, aog
} - coefficients of ion activation in the process of hydrolysis in the marine environment for POP

dissolved, sorbed on POM and sorbed on DOM phases respectively, 1/s
i
1
2
3
bog
= {bog
, bog
, bog
} - parameters of hydrolysis activation in the marine environment for POP dissolved, sorbed on

POM and sorbed on DOM phases respectively [1].
Eai = {Ea1, Ea2 , Ea3 } - energy of POP molecules activation for the POP dissolved, sorbed on POM and sorbed on DOM
phases respectively, J/mole.
R - absolute gas constant, J/mole/K.
T0 - ocean temperature, K.
sic - ice compactness [1].
i
1
2
3
aop
= {aop
, aop
, aop
} - coefficients of ion activation in the process of photodegaradtion in the marine environment for
2
the POP dissolved, sorbed on POM and sorbed on DOM phases respectively,, m /J

Iλ0- density of the solar energy flux in the λ-range at the sea surface, Wt/m2

μ - rate of damping of the solar energy flux in the λ-range in the marine environment with depth, 1/m.
z - layer depth in the marine environment, m.
i
1
2
3
bop
= {bop
, bop
, bop
} - parameters of photodegradation activation in the marine environment for the POP dissolved,

sorbed on POM and sorbed on DOM phases respectively [1]
i
1
2
3
aob
= {aob
, aob
, aob
} - parameters of biodegradtion activation in the marine environment for the POP dissolved, sorbed

on POM and sorbed on DOM phases respectively, 1/s
i
1
2
3
, bob
, bob
} - temperature parameters of biodegradation activation in the marine environment for the POP
bob
= {bob

dissolved, sorbed on POM and sorbed on DOM phases respectively, J/mole
i
1
2
, FAIO
} - density of the POP atmosphere – ocean flux with ice cover, kg/m2/s
FAIO
= {FAIO

KH - coefficient of equilibrium of free phases at the air-water boundary [1]
FAi = {FA1, FA2 } - density of the POP flux from the atmosphere through the lower boundary, kg/m2/s
Ca1 - specific concentration per unit of the atmosphere volume of the POP gas phase in the lower layer of the
atmosphere, kg/m3
r - coefficient of resistance to the POP free phase flux through the atmosphere-ocean interface, s/m
ra - coefficient of the atmosphere resistance to the POP free phase flux through the atmosphere-ocean interface, s/m
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rs - coefficient of the sea surface resistance to the POP free phase flux through the atmosphere-ocean interface, s/m
rw - coefficient of the ocean resistance to the POP free phase flux through the atmosphere-ocean interface, s/m

α1 - coefficient of the ocean surface area increase due to surface waves [1].
α2 - part of the ocean surface covered with foam due to surface waves [1].
Dm - coefficient of molecular diffusion in the marine environment, m2/s.
Zm - thickness of molecular film in the water environment near the air-water surface, m
•

h sp - rate of foam layer formation at the ocean surface due to waves, m/s

hmix thickness of the upper mixed layer in the ocean, m
u10 - module of wind speed at the reference height, m/s
H - Henry’s law coefficient [1]
kH - size coefficient, J/mole
ΔHAW - enthalpy of POP free molecules transition from the air to water environment, J/mole
1
FIOi = {FIO
, FIO2 } - density of the POP ice – ocean flux, kg/m2/s
i
1
, FIO2 } - density of the POP flux from ice upper layers to the ocean, kg/m2/s
FIOt
= {FIO
i
1
, FIO2 } - density of the POP flux from ice lower layers to the ocean, kg/m2/s
FIOb
= {FIO

Cici = {Cic1 ,Cic2 } - specific concentrations per unit of the ice environment volume of the POP surface (at the surface of
ice crystals) and sorbed on POM phases, kg/m3
dhit
- rate of change of ice thickness with melting at the upper surface of ice cover, m/s
dt
dhib
- rate of change of ice thickness with melting/congelation at the lower boundary of ice cover (positive value with
dt
ice congelation) , m/s
i
1
2
FSO
= {FSO
, FSO
} - density of the POP snow – ocean flux, kg/m2/s
i
1
2
, FSOt
} - density of the POP snow – ocean flux with ice melting, kg/m2/s
FSOt
= {FSOt
i
1
2
, FSOw
} - density of the POP snow – ocean flux with snow blown to open water spaces, kg/m2/s
FSOw
= {FSOw

Csi = {Cs1,Cs2 } - specific concentrations per unit of the snow volume of the POP surface (at the surface of snow
crystals) and sorbed on POM phases, kg/m3
hs - snow cover depth, m
ss - specific snow area at the ice surface[1]
ksb - coefficient of wind-driven snow transport to open water spaces, m/s
vss - rate of sedimentation of snow particles raised by wind near the land surface, m/s

ρ0 - specific density of snow particles in the unit of air volume near the land surface, kg/m3
ρs - snow density, kg/m3
Ts - snow surface temperature, °К
i
1
2
3
FBO
= {FBO
, FBO
, FBO
} - density of the POP sedimentation layer – ocean flux for POP dissolved, sorbed on POM and
2
sorbed on DOM phases respectively, kg/m /s

rb - coefficient of resistance to the POP free and sorbed on DOM phases through the sediments-ocean interface, s/m
rbo - coefficient of the ocean resistance to the POP free and sorbed on DOM phases through the sediments-ocean
interface , s/m
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rbs - coefficient of the sediment resistance to the POP free and sorbed on DOM phases through the sediments-ocean
interface, s/m
Ksdp - coefficient of phase equilibrium between the POP dissolved and particulate phases for sediments [1]
Ksdd - coefficient of phase equilibrium between the POP dissolved and sorbed on DOM phases for sediments [1]
Dbv - coefficient of vertical turbulent diffusion in the bottom layer, m2/s
hb - thickness of the water bottom layer, m
Cbi = {Cb1,Cb2 ,Cb3 } - specific concentrations per unit of the sediment volume of the POP dissolved, sorbed on POM and
sorbed on DOM phases respectively, kg/m3
Cb - specific POP concentration per unit of sediment summed up over all phases, kg/m3
hsd - thickness of the sediment layer, m
Dse - effective coefficient of diffusion in the porous material of sediments, m2/s
DM - coefficient of molecular diffusion in water, m2/s

θsd - porosity of sediments [1]
ρsd - density of sediments, kg/m3
ρw - water density, kg/m3
fsd - correction coefficient depending on permeability of sediment pores [1]
Fss - density of the POP sorbed on particles flow between water and sediments, kg/m2/s
fspoc - specific content of organic carbon in sediment particles, kg/m3

ρp - specific density of organic carbon contained in particles, kg/kg
wb - rate of particle sedimentation, m/s.
dsd - average size of particles, m
a - bottom roughness, m
g - acceleration of gravity, m/s2

η - correction coefficient [1]
τb - specific shear stress at the bottom, n/m2
Ho - depth of the ocean bottom, m
i
1
2
3
FRO
= {FRO
, FRO
, FRO
} - density of the POP flux to the ocean with river runoff for the POP dissolved, sorbed on
2
POM and sorbed on DOM phases respectively , kg/m /s

IRki - density of the POP flux to the ocean with river runoff from the k-number river source for the POP dissolved,
2
sorbed on POM and sorbed on DOM phases respectively, kg/m /s

Nk - number of river sources [1]
{xk, yk} - horizontal coordinates of the k-number river source, m

δ - delta-function [1]
Kpoc - coefficient of equilibrium between the POP free and sorbed on POM phases for the marine environment,
m3/kg OC
fpoc - specific content of organic carbon in particles for the unit of the water environment volume, kg/m3
Kdoc - coefficient of equilibrium between the POP free and sorbed on DOM phases for the marine environment,
m3/kg OC
fdoc - specific content of organic carbon in DOM for the unit of the water environment volume, kg/m3
Kpdc - coefficient of proportionality between specific contents of organic carbon in particles and in DOM [1]
fdoc min - minimum specific content of organic carbon in DOM for the unit of the water environment volume, kg/m3
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Kow - parameter of the POP octanol - water balance [1]
kpowo - coefficient of proportionality of the POP free and particle phases distribution in the marine environment,
m3/kg OC
kdowo - coefficient of proportionality of the POP free and sorbed on DOM phases distribution in the marine
environment, m3/kg OC
ΔHOA - enthalpy of the POP molecule octanol-atmosphere transition, J/mole
Tref - reference temperature, °К
r
uic = {uic ,v ic } - components of ice drift velocity, m/s

d ici = {d ic1 , d ic2 } - phase components of the POP degradation in ice, 1/s
Fici = {Fic1 , Fic2 } - intensity of the POP distributed sources/sinks in ice, kg/m2/s
Tic - ice temperature, ºK
i
1
2
aicg
= {aicg
, aicg
} - coefficients of ion activation in the process of hydrolysis in ice for the POP surface and sorbed on

POM phases respectively , 1/s
i
1
2
bicg
= {bicg
, bicg
} - parameters of activation of hydrolysis in ice for the POP surface and sorbed on POM phases

respectively [1]
i
1
2
aicp
= {aicp
, aicp
} - coefficients of ion activation in the process of photodegradation in ice for the POP surface and
2
sorbed on POM phases respectively, m /J

μic - rate of damping of the solar energy flux in the λ-range in ice with depth, 1/m
zic - ice layer depth, m
i
1
2
bicp
= {bicp
, bicp
} - parameters of activation in the process of photodegradation in ice for the POP surface and sorbed

on POM phases respectively [1]
2
1
FAIi = {FAI
, FAI2 } - density of the POP atmosphere – ice flux, kg/m /s

ksw - parameter of the wind-driven transport of snow at the ice cover surface, kg/m

2

d si = {d s1, d s2 } - phase components of the POP degradation in snow, 1/s
Fsi = {Fs1, Fs2 } - intensity of the distributed POP sources/sinks in snow, kg/m2/s
Ts - snow temperature, ºK
i
1
2
asg
= {asg
, asg
} - coefficients of ion activation in the process of hydrolysis in snow for the POP surface and sorbed on

POM phases respectively, 1/s
i
1
2
bsg
= {bsg
, bsg
} - parameters of activation of hydrolysis in snow for the POP surface and sorbed on POM phases

respectively [1]
i
1
2
asp
= {asp
, asp
} - coefficients of ion activation in the process of photodegradation in snow for the POP surface and
2
sorbed on POM phases respectively, m /J

μs - rate of damping of the solar energy flux in the λ-range in snow with depth, 1/m
zs - snow layer depth, m
i
1
2
bsp
= {bsp
, bsp
} - parameters of activation for the POP surface and sorbed on POM phases respectively [1]

Csurf - effective concentration of POPs on the atmosphere-snow surface, kg/m3
rsurf - coefficient of the surface resistance to the POP free phase flux through the atmosphere-snow boundary, s/m

φ - snow porosity [1]
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Dg - coefficient of POP molecular diffusion in gas, m2/s
Ss - specific area of the surface of ice crystals in snow, m2/kg
Kia - coefficient of equilibrium between the POP gas and surface (adsorbed at the surface of ice crystals) phases, m
CW - coefficient of POP solubility, mole/m3
i
1
2
FAS
= {FAS
, FAS
} - density of the POP atmosphere – snow flux, kg/m2/s

d bi = {d b1 , d b2 , d b3 } - rate of degradation of the POP dissolved, sorbed on POM and sorbed on DOM phases
respectively, 1/s
i
1
2
3
abg
= {abg
, abg
, abg
} - coefficients of ion activation in the process of hydrolysis in sediments for the POP surface and

sorbed on POM phases respectively, 1/s
i
1
2
3
bbg
= {bbg
, bbg
, bbg
} - parameters of activation of hydrolysis in sediments for the POP surface and sorbed on POM

phases respectively [1]
Tb - temperature of sediments, °К
i
1
2
3
abb
= {abb
, abb
, abb
} - parameters of activation of biodegradation in sediments for the POP surface and sorbed on

POM phases respectively, 1/s
i
1
2
3
, bbb
, bbb
} - temperature parameters of activation of hydrolysis in sediments for the POP surface and sorbed
bbb
= {bbb

on POM phases respectively, J/mole
Kpocb - coefficient of equilibrium between the POP free and sorbed on POM phases for sediments, m3/kg OC
fspoc - specific content of organic carbon in particles for the unit of the sediment volume, kg/m3
Kdocb - coefficient of equilibrium between the POP free and sorbed on DOM phases for sediments, m3/kg OC
fsdoc - specific content of organic carbon in DOM for the unit of the sediment volume, kg/m3
kpowb - coefficient of proportionality of the POP free and particle phases distribution in sediments, m3/kg OC
kdowb - coefficient of proportionality of the POP free and sorbed on DOM phases distribution in sediments, m3/kg OC
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